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Brussels £64.25 rtn Copenhagen £1 01.25 rtn

Frankfurt £90.25 rtn Vienna £1 1 1.25 rtn

Lyon £97.25 rtn Milan £1 1 1.25 rtn

Prague £1 01.25 rtn Budapest £1 24.25 rtn

Fares shown are youth economy returns from Nottingham.
Over 270 destinations throughout Europe with convenient

connections from Nottingham.

Book at Victoria Bus Station or your local })Agent.

"5’ D602 58531 7
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NEW SOUNDTRACS DESK NOW INSTALLED
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'9-ET S REcOFHARED!§
-SQUARE csmns nsconomo s1'uo|os I

We are the areas ONLY top flight commercial studio:
Recent clients include DAVID BOWIE a TAKE THAT.-
We now have TWO 24 TRACK STUDIOS, tons of MIDI:
gear and a HUGE NEW 2,300 square foot live room.-
We have highly EXPERIENCED and TALENTED:
engineers that will help you achieve SUPERB results.-
Special package deals to local unsigned acts from:
QNLY £150 + vat per SGSSIOH INCLUDING ENGINEER!-

We offer FREE advice on methods by which you can:
get your recordings heard by the people that rratter.

:Quallty recordings are vital if you are to have a chance of:
I success so don ‘t accept second best. I
:ro ARRANGE A VISIT, TO MAKE A BOOKING on TO:
- RECEIVE A BROCHURE CALL us rvow on 0602-414488-

Eusls A REAL s1'uo|o:E
ll
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firstof
RELEASES
World House architects Loop Guru follow up
their Sus-san-tics EP with their debut album
Duniya for Nation Records early April. And prior
to the release of their album On Drugs, Sheep
On Drugs release their first single of ’94 Let The
Good Times Roll, available from 3rd May, with
limited editions of a purple 12” and a do-you-
want-to-see-my etched 10”. Eponymous, the
long awaited album from Crunt is out on LP/CD
under the hip Texas label Trance Syndicate, the
first 800 copies on blue vinyl.
With a rather groovy picture of a what looks like
a chilli pepper on the front, the latest album from
Eggs is a 68 minute offering Teenbeat 96
Exploder. On the Teenbeat label and available
on double LP, single CD or single MC, and
embodying many different musical influences -
i.e.. ambient to early ’70s disco.
The debut album by Slant 6, the band with the
Chrysler Dodge engine name, is called Soda
Pop Rip-Off on Dischord records. I wonder if the
songs have 240 cubic inch displacement. Also
on Dischord, Hoover have released The Lurid
Traversal of Floute 7. Mmmm, let me think about
that one. Hailing from sunny California, 16 are a
new band on the Bacteria Sour label. Their
offering to the musical world is the 10" Curves
That Kick , and the Japanese press have
dubbed their sound as ‘post-Helmet’. l’ll leave it
to your imagination. For Jesus Lizard fans who
missed buying it in December, (Fly) On (The
Wall) it is out again on 7" on Touch & Go. This
time it’s not on pretty coloured vinyl but is that
essential little black number for true fans. Look
out for the new album to be released in August.
On a new label (Quarterstick) but still around,
The Mekons have singled-out the single
Millionaire from the album of the same name to
keep us hooked. Included are 3 bonus live
tracks, and a classic cut from 1982’s The
Mekons Story. The Lee Harvey Oswald Band
have been around since 1975 and can still get
away with such eloquent lyrics as “Born to rock
with a rhIno’s cock” . The aptly named A Taste
Of Prison (for those who know the group’s past
antics) is out on LP/CD on Touch And Go.
If you can’t be arsed to don your wellies on a
Saturday morning to help our friend Mr.
Reynard, then the next best thing is to buy the
Compilation CD Bite Back on Words Of Warning
Records in aid of the Hunt Saboteurs
Association featuring, among others, Fun-da-
mental and Citizen Fish. Bite the bastards back
and buy it. Crabladder and Slowjam have
released a split 7"Powdertrout/E.G.P.F. on the
new Cardiff-based label Powertool.
Sexual Aesthetic Salon After School Skin Graft
is a 7" and comic set from those Japanese
cyber-punks Space Streakings.
Monsterland were formed in 1991 and have a
new mini LP out on Seed Records. Entitled At
One With Time it coincides nicely with their
plans to visit the UK in April.
“Permaculture is a concept of cultural infinity
where nature is the only combatant” according to
Black State Choir (Pure Dope Can’t Damage
label) whose CD Permaculture is available now.
Eight live tracks form the second release from
Headdirt records, Sweet Tooth’s Crash Live CD.
O.d timer Elvis CosteIlo’s new album is Brutal
Youth on WEA. Elvis tours with The Attractions
in July after headlining Glastonbury. Other WEA
releases include David Lee Roth's album Your
Filthy Little Mouth, while Motley Crue have
croaked out the single Hooligan ’s Holiday.
Ex-Galaxie 500 frontman Dean Wareham is
now with Luna whose album Bewitched is now
out; guests including Mercury Rev’s
Grasshopper and the Velvet Underground’s

Sterling Morrison. A not-to-be-missed single is
the re-release of The VeIvet’s Venus ln Furs. If
you’ve seen Dunlop’s new arty advert, you’Il
recognise it. Still on WEA there are albums from
Kingdom Come - Bad Image; Various Artists - A
Tribute To Curtis Mayfield, Bob James -
Restless; and Babble’s The Stone.
Salad’s new single On A Leash is out on
Waldorf records on April 5th. NMME quotes that
they ..”swoop and crash, screech and wail with
joyful abandon”. Not your usual run of the fridge
vegetables, they appear at the Derby Where
House on Thursday April 21st. The Where
House is behind The Christians rare
“unplugged” concert at Derby‘s Assembly
Rooms .on Weds. April 27th.
Other highlights this month include The Sandals
whose current album Rite To Silence will be
aired at the Where House on April 16th. And
Collapsed Lung, on tour with Credit To The
Nation, headline show in their own right at the
Where House on Sunday April 17th. Their next
release will be a remix of the forthcoming
lnspiral Carpets single.
Due to illness ConfIict’s gig at the Where House
has been postponed until the 18th May. Their
new album Conclusion is currently smashing
through the alternative charts.
Honky have a single Love Thy Neighbour and
are on tour at the moment. See listings. Jacobs
Mouse have a 7" Fandango Wide Wheels out on
Wiiija (April 11th), and Vanilla Trainwreck’s Tiny
Town 7" is out on April 25th on Mammoth
Records.
The Thirst/Sleeper 7” is the debut from LichfleId-
based American TV Cops, who will be
appearing at the Where House with
Swirlmonkey on Aprl 18th.
The God Machine’s Robin has recently formed
The Flower Shop Recordings, so far releasing 7"
records by Elevate, Rosa Mota, and EC Noise
Mountain, all in limited runs of 1000.

FROM DOGFISH WITH LOVE
Dogfish Records have released a 20 band
compilation cassette. Successfully “reclaiming
‘indie’ as an attitude (not a musical style)", From
Dogfish With Love features a truly eclectic mix of
bands from all over Britain including
Buntychunks, Durango 95, Pinhead Nation, I
Thought I Told You, Snog, and Nottingham’s
very own Bug, to name but six. A bargain at £2,
it is available from Dogfish Records, 6 Marshall
House, East Street, London SE17 2DX.Tel: 071
252 6838/071 326 5060.

G.R.0.0.V.Y.
EB & The System, currently negotiating a deal
with a major-backed independent label whom we
can’t name break the soundbarrier as support to
Hawkwind on two dates in April prior to their
next Nottingham appearance which will be at
The Old Angel supporting Solid State
Coalition on Sat. 7th May.
Guitarist Victor Griffin and drummer Joe
Hasselvander will be playing with Cathedral
when they support Black Sabbath on their
European tour starting on April 11th.
Therapy?, whose first Nottingham gig took
place upstairs at the Hearty Goodfellow less
than three years ago, have been confirmed to
appear at this year»’s Monsters Of Rock at
Castle Donnington . lt’s a long way to Tipperary
and all that. Other monsters appearing on 4th
June are Aerosmith, Extreme, Sepultura and
“cowboys from hell” Pantera.
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FRIED IN CIDER
HA HA. Joke chant of the month, heard on the NAFA Demo:
“He’s fat, he’s round, he‘s 6ft underground — Ian Stewart!”
Right here we go, having had a gun put to head in the Running
Horse, I have to do a Punk column. (Surely ‘Having opened my
big trap about the tack of one’—Ed.) Fair enough. So as this is
going to be a regular feature I could do with some feedback. If
you’re doing owt in the Midlands of a Punk nature let me know.
Things seem to be hotting up on the Punk scene here in
Nottingham. Substandard have a new demo out which kicks
severe ass. BWC and Shithead blew my speakers out. If you hate
your neighbours buy this demo (available from 5 Gatling Street,
Radford, Nottingham). The Losers/Coitus split EP has been out
for some time so if you haven’t got this yet you are a lame fucker!
(From 706 Victoria Flats, Nottingham, NG1 3PG). Coitus sound
close to Poison Idea whilst The Losers have a Motorhead feel to
them. Any band that can sing “I drink weak booze, got cac tattoos,
I really lose" deserve my respect. I
Slum Gang and Bob Tilton have both been in the studio recently
so expect demos soon (come on, Lloyd, get your finger out). Slum
Gang are touring soon with Rhythm Collision from the States.
Local dates at the Old Angel in Hockley on May 16th also with the
UK Subs at The Gregory (12th May). More gigs to look forward to
include Spithead from Brum at the Gregory on Friday 20th May.
Spithead have a demo Kill Two Pigs With One Stone out now
which is very good skacore reminiscent of Culture Shock with very
good political lyrics (available from Bob The Dog, 18 Addison
Road, Birmingham, B14 7EW). June 10th sees Rectify at The Old
Angel in a benefit for Anti-Fascist Action, so even if punk is not
your cup of tea a bit of solidarity is called for. Talking of AFA they
have a Benefit tape Deliver Us From Evil (available from P.O. Box
25, WEST PDO, NG7 6BW) comprising such bands as Blaggers
ITA and Chumbawamba. Skin Limit Show, who comprise
members of Bloody Lovely/CNS and ex-Pitchshifter guitarist
Stuart are setting out on a 3 week tour of Europe end of May-early
June. "S.L.S have just recorded Wound Freeze for release in late
April (available on all 3 formats from Lethal Recs of Austria).
Bloody Lovely haven’t split up yet and are playing a penultimate
gig at the Rock & Reggae this year (if asked!) (if it happens.
—Ed.)followed up by a Final Gore Jest soon after. Out of the ashes
of Bloody Lovely rise the awesome Hard To Swallow (Raging
Nasty Punk Fucking Rock) featuring members of Cerebal Fix and
Goy!
Any info., gigs or demos, let me know, c/o Overall.
STAY DRUNK/STAY PUNK. The Fat Dead Nazi

REPRESENTing the community
Based at the ACNA centre in the St. Anns area of Nottingham, Represent
is a new Independent record label set up to give underground music in
Nottingham a voice. The company consists of producers Buhdha Brother
Productions (Buhdha Hed), Viking/Microphone Murderer Productions
(Viking and Parks), Darkers Productions (Michael Saunders) and Chizel
Chiz Productions (Absolution). The label has released 2 EPs which are
available in record shops around the country - the Parks EP and the
Ruffneck EP. They also represent artists MR.45 and Kittison Headcase
who have just finished a successful tour of Germany and frequently visit
London where the EPs are causing quite a stir. Other artists yet to appear
on the label include E.K.G., D. Link, Absoulution and I.Towa.
The two releases have seen club DJs, established radio stations such as
Kiss FM and pirate stations throughout the country handling them like hot
property, already eager for fresh vinyl from the label. The A side on the
Fiuffneck E.Pfeatures Mr 45 with Radford (u get me). Radford is an area
of Nottingham where Earl Walcott has lived all his life and saw what life in
this area could be like when lines were not observed and, more
importantly, when those lines were crossed.
Kittison Headcase’s advent into rap music was with a band called A-OK.
Kittison was introduced, along with the band, to Buhdha Hed (producer,
Ruffneck E.P), by a youth worker, Delroy Peterkin, who saw raw mad skills
in Kittison and his fellow band members. After a few local, well received
gigs, Kittie left the band to concentrate on his solo career. His tracks You 8
Me and Done fucked up, have been doing equal damage to the Hip-Hop
world. It has shoved the Fiuffneck EP into double A-side status turning it
into a killer buy for t listeners of Rap.
Trevor Rose started listening to his brother’s Funk and Jazz fusion
records back in 1981. A few years later he became a breakdancer, was
one of those teenagers you saw performing on mats outside Shopping
Centres, and went on to form a breaking crew called the Assasinators.
He subsequently became a dancer with MC’s Logik, the Nottingham rap
band who scored a UK hit with We’re on a mission/ Get Involved and
Peace & Unity in Europe. The band went their separate ways in 1990 and
Trevor taught at a Dance Workshop for teenagers in Carlton before
hanging up his boots to re-emerge as Parks.Parks is the original B-Boy
and the tracks on his EP carry that feel. You can’t piay and B-Boy are
Parks’ first releases, but he handles himself well and he is a very
important link, within Represent Records, working alongside his brother
Courtney who produced the Parks EP under the name Viking.

Represent Records run a Sounds For Success City and Guilds course in
Studio Engineering . You can contact them on 0602 245437.
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JUNK ORANGE (photo: Asher Williams) YES The Symphonic Music Of Yes (EG)
Elvis, Russia & Other ICOn$ (Future Junk) While all the untouchob es ol 70s Prog-rock seize new credibility on

T|1i5 debut releggg from Ng11inghgm'5 gggggngd ggpirgntg the Ambient bandwagon, trust YES I0 remind us why Prog become 0
proves every bit as virile as their live reputation could have "ed-(lee IPIIB 1° lllftllll Wllll Yell, II" flllflid ll\_°Il’l° bl" Iwlllllhe
pre5uged_ "'5 imgiginuiive (check U f0|ky flute f|oufinF over London Philharmonic oncl the London Community Gospel Choir in tow,
gutsy gfimur [hm 5)’ mehdic (Strong vom|5 deep de ivery) to run through ten ol their linest moments, even more overblown and
and su idenfly varied within U powewop form," to command ludicrous than you remembered them, piling on the pretension and

- - - - muso overkill with an abandon that can onl be described as awe
g,1:mt|£:,' igixvlflfuvfffilm [::g|I]hFh2g|PfW osfmrimggul inspiring. The Roger Dean artwork is as null as ever, and the whole

h d h I d - - f-d Iii h package is a timely warning against romanticising the past especially
E “Ll gm; I ere“! IN"? (onl ' tgncfion to EH M Suggests a past recent enough to allow its bands to make yet more iecords. Dne
U" "Inge me mmmg 0 Sm e 9 '9 5 G9 ' lor mosochists and the band’s immediate lomilies onl .

Gareth Thompson Y

KERBDOG Totall Switched (Vertigo)
Kerbdog are ‘one exceptional Iidnd’, they ‘deliver titanium tou h
metal with shimmering melody’ - so says the press release. Well that’s
not strictly true. Even though there’s good rills here, they still have
the some lroctured stop/start song structure ol Metallico and Slayer.
Snatches al melody break through but it’s not enough. Apparently
they lormed in T991, and covered songs by Sonic Youth, Loop, and
Spacemen 3. How original, why couldn’t you have covered songs by
A-ho, Pet Shop Boys, Frank Sinatra, Kate Bush or Nina Simone. I'm
sick to death ol Indie/Thrash Crustie bonds in UNIFORMS being
inlluenced by other Indie/Thrash Crustie bands in unilorms. Same old
elitist attitudes, some musical stance. God it’s not music anymore it’s
like the bloody civil service. Listen to Bjiirk, The Lemonheads, Prince,
Ice Cube, people bringing in dillerent aspects ol various genres to
their music. Drop your conservative blinkers, open your minds and do
likewise. Malcolm Lorimer

FLOP Whenever You're Ready (Frontier)
First impressions are always important. It’s so hard to recover lrom
one ol those starts - remember San Morino? I’m sure Stuart Pearce
does. Flop however manage an auspicious opening largely because
Whenever You’re Ready is a splendid picture disc - bright and
enervating - and they don't resort to tired A and B sides but to Woman
and Man sides. And yes, leminists, Woman does come lirsl. lnhabiting
the countr somewhere between the harmony ol The Posies and the
cheek ol The Buzzcocks, Flop romp olon chirpily, through improbably
titled ditties such as A Wylie and MendeKs Whitetrash Laborator , but
it’s the swagger ol En Route To The Unified Field that really ticklbs
your lancy. They seem to be prepared and able to tackle anything, but
the real highlight is Ni ht OT The Hunter. We are ready lor Flo and
Flop are almost ready Tor us. Invite them into your home, you'll lind
them entertaining company. Dave Ellyatt

MORPHINE Cure For Pain (Rykodisc)
It's only six months since Morphine’s lirst album arrived over here,
and already the second hits the racks. Not only have they sustained
the promise, they've delivered an improvement. Tighter, more varied
(lrom the mandolin-luelled In Spite Oi Me to the ambient Miles Davis’
Funeral), every track hitting those tingly bits all over again. Jerome
Dupree's sax plays all perlectly against Mark Sandmon’s vocals and
slide bass to produce a sound that, to these ears, amounts to one ol
the most distinctive US imports since 4AD's Pixies/Throwing Muses
double whammy back in oh, I986. All I can do is recommend it.

Wayne Burrows

LISA GERMANO Happiness (4ADI
Lisa Geimono, a multi-talented singer and instrumentalist
lrom Indiana, has already been critically acclaimed in the
States, and now this revamped version ol her debut album is
linally out in Britain. Throughout all the gorgeous textures and
subtleties ol these songs we encounter Germono in soul-
searching lorm, gazing longin ly thrau h mystical, wistlul
adolescence at the dying worlcl around her, like the kooky
Adrienne Shelley in Hal Hartley’s lilm Unbelievable Truth.
Malcolm Burn’s s acious production allows the acoustics ol
Energy and (owbby to sparkle, and even gives breathing room
to the punchy BodAttitude Puppet and Everybody’s Victim.
Germono's voice both soothes and soars over the shilling
backing. There won't be another record like this until she
makes the Iollow-up. Gareth Thompson

Photo:Andrew Catlin

JELLO BIAFRA & MOJO NIXON
Prairie Home Invasion (Alternative Tentacles)
It's scary, it's o scream, and it’s a rollicking rollercoaster
through the modern American dream...and nightmare. Rolling
every country cliche into o Founding lireball, Biallra and
Nixon sear sarcasm and he I-lire into your soul. The titles
speak lor themselves: Atomic Power, love Me I'm A liberal
Mascot Mania and Plastic Jesus to name lour. The lyric booklet
comes adorned with a slew ol American press cuttin s thot’ll
leave you weeping with vexation, griel and disbeliei:
"Pentagon spending last year on unnecessary items due to
inventory errors, S4D,00D,00D,D00." Similarly, Biallra strips
away the gloatin gloss and leaves the States stranded in a
heap ol drilling dross. Have a nice listen.

TARA KEY Bourbon County(WorId Service)
Some albums were made to be heard soaring through dusty cityscapes
on bright ollernoons. Bourbon County, a streetwise meetin ol Lou
Reed, and Suzanne Vega wearing steel toe-caps, is one ol them. It's
the lirst solo outing lrom Key, who was lormerly with Babylon Dance
Band and latterly Antietam, and leatures o cost ol American indie
musicians. With acoustic and electric guitars duolling and dog-lighting
in the brash mix, Key’s vocals tend to submerge slightly, but there's no
mistaking her intensity, and the melodies begin to impinge. Artlul,
tough and tenacious, Tara Key will chivvy you out eventually. Don't
mess with her.

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH Miaow (Go! DlscSl
Like o mad bot out ol Hull, the Roold Dahl ol pop - alias Paul Heaton -
returns with more songs ol the unexpected. His continuing
bewilderment at the social and sexual lollies around him again linds
root in o lyrical set that olten strives too hard lor ellect. Perho s it’s
the realisation that, musically, The Beautilul South have veered close
to cosy, all-round lomily entertainment that keeps Heaton chasing the
wackiest song punchlines. So where the results can both amuse and
grate, they seldom move. That said, the sublime, narrative opener
Hold On To What? is about as good as op music ets. lI’s also about
as good as Miaow gets, although the album’s quiilcy realms are
entertaining ll a trille impossive. Heaton's scant musical resemblance
to anything else remains his strongest asset, and saving grace.

Gareth Thompson

THE DIVINE COMEDY
Promenade (Setanta)
This act is the brainchild of musician/composer Neil Hannon,
whose second outing linds him developing the mosaic,
eccentric and eclectic themes ol last year's Liberation album.
Celebrating a mix ol inlluences lrom Brecht and N man to
Peter Hammill and mystic Beatles, the swirling orchestrations
complement a nostalgic, humorous and freakish lyrical
outpouring. Divine comedy indeed. From the verbose listings
ol The Boolrlovers and Seafood Son , to the sultry The
Summerhouse and lilting Drinking Sling, Promenade is a
masterly recording that unveils its luscious charms b slow
stages. Gareth Thompson

photo: Kevin Westenberg g
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MARK LANEGAN H_OLE _ (photo; Ellen Von Unwerth)
Whiskey For The Holy Ghost (Sub-Pop) Live Through This (City Slang)
Lanegon's first solo outin The Winding Sheet was the dark ace in the I must admit I wasn't lookin forward to this, I mean Courtney
Sub-Pop explosion, a stafk emotional ondslide of how bod things can Love seems to be on every bloody ma azine cover except
991- I" Whltf"-‘Y for (I19 llvlll 5ll0$l‘lI1@l1fllll1"$9°"9l° W°'$°- II Toad Fanciers Weekl . Hype on this scciie usually hides a lack
sounds like he's haulin his conscience over every mistake he's ever ef idem, buy my in jljjs wee Dee; enyene remember Dggfmy
"""l°i "Bill W°°k"°5$i‘°'$ 5"“""‘b°d I°- Wh°°"°I “"5 b"99I"9 All Monsters? If ou do then this is for you. Best tracks are
Robert Johnson has token time out to crucify Lanegon. II starts with Ask,-n For "an! gufljess (where (Dunne Sounds for u|| the
‘he 9'.'"' 9°“°“'5 'l“.'“°‘." °' 5°'“°f'"° w.“‘5“‘"9 0"’ w""' B°““"'“' worldglike Patti Smith). Ignore the hype, this bond are good.Morning before sliding into The River Rise, which sounds like on Astral
Weeks out-take but with no rospect of salvation. When he hisses
"And to you who never neeci go fuck yourselves, I need some room to
breathe" (Borracha), it's the only time that the melancholy whips into
a seethin rage. From then on he's burdened by a despair he can't

ELVIS COSTELLO
Brutal Youth (Warner Brothers)
Elvis Costello's back to basics album widely heralded as his finest for

Shake 0"? jeuving him dmwning in 0 me ‘hays Spim||ing downward some time,_I obviously approached with trepidation. Checking out the
but doesn't ever seem to bottom out. It's pretty short on (hU(k|g5_ bond on this release.- Pete Thomas/Steve Nieve/Bruce Thomas/Nick

Lowe, its got to have something going for it. The first track Pony Street
cQUN'|'|NG CRQWS sets out his stall for the whole LP - its I978 again, this could have
August And Ever hing AFter(Geffen) been Armed Forces/This Years Model. It maybe retro but it's head and
Counting Crows‘ debut has sent Mhlerico into o flurry of praise that 5h°"lfl°l$ "I10"? The ("Ill ¢°"ll"II WI "°W "5 New WW9 °I (he New
stretches the usual high tide mark of bullshit signalling the arrival of Wl1\l@- Killllfll Mllldel I105 U19 PI$59d °_ll leel Illf" "tilde EIVIS 5Il""l °"l
this year's model. Their musicianship has been compared to The Band, back in the mid 70s. A pleasant surprise...give it a listen.
and vocalist Adam Duritz's looped word-play and holy fool inflections
are being mentioned in the some breath as the meditations of Stipe or PICASSO TRIGGER
Buckle .Mmmm, rorilied company indeed and enough to set the j Fire In The Hole (Alias)
alarm bells ringing. But it's OK, they deliver, and stand an the
shoulders of giants in a dry season. It lalls comfortably into the canon
of classic USA rock with traditional tunes supporting the voice of little
men with big dreams. Durit ‘s vocals save it from the AOR Lite-Roots
of Del Amitri or Bruce Hornsliy - a plaintively honest cry, lost between
distraction and anguish. The chokin sound of failure in his throat in
Round Here might be one of the saddest moments of I993, like a
fractured ego washing up on the share. The sad thing is that Miracle
Legion have been doin this for over o decade and nobod 's
orgosmed o chequebooli for them. Still, this is as good a dbbut as
Murmur, and could be the start of a beautiful thing. Can we have a
tour now? Andy Catlin

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Ratae Nowhericus (Practical Payola PPOO3)
Taking o break from NME's gllaylist, the Gonzo Salvage
Company's Gravity openst is compilation of Leicester- ased

Ouote from the press release: "Puke on kidz tits and say fuck
to your folks". What can I soy? - this is Punk Rock. The singer
Kathy is pissed all as hell and her Siouxsie-ish vocals see saw
over an abrasive buzzsaw backdrop. Obvious comparisons
with the Lunachicks/L7 but this has something else. It's well
produced with on intense sonic onslaught at once compelling
and fri htening. I wont to see this band live. Another (Lucie,
from THurston Moore: "Seattle's dead... Conneticut's w ere it's
at... and North Carolina's Picasso Trigger." Who am I to argue?

BIVOUAC
Marked and Tagged EP (Workers Playtime)
Not quite as angst ridden as agar, more of a nod towards
Bullalo Tom. Derby meets the Midwest and the result to these
jaded ears is pleasant back round music. Nat threotenincybut
not lost in the indie swirl. Aiitttlld more for live viewing, I is is

CARTER USM
Starry Eyed 8: Bollock Naked
(A co Iection of B-sides) (Chrysalis)
I love this sexy slab of plastic. The lyrics are as amusing as ever with
Carter's caustic wit and lateral thinking. The lyrics to Commercial
Fucking Suicide are as anarchistic as Conllict at their prime, whilst
R.S.RC.E had me bouncing all the wall with it's pure energy. I never
quite took to Carter, now I think I can see the joke. Buy this fucker
and smile. Remember "the Police are getting younger every day."

81 MULBERRY
South Anna River EP (Free Records)
‘Play loud’ it so‘ s. I did. It still sucks. Fucking hell, this is
directionless wall of sound drivel with nowl to say. The second
track Fire Escape has an earl R.E.M. feel to it and provides
the high spot of the EP. I stillliate it...nextI

The Fat Dead Nazi

THRONEBERRY Sangria (Alias)
Another band on Alias with o totally bizarre name. Throneberry have
escaped from Ohio, good old Afghan Whigs territory and
unsurprisingly enough there is o Whigs connection. Both Jason Arvenz
and Poul Cowins appeared on the first Whigs LP Big To Helloween
and Greg Dulli hos produced Sangria for Throneberry. Tfie only
problem is Throneberry just haven't the tunes to stay fast. Touched,
the opener and previous single, is a veritable gem well worth tryin to
gel hold of. It's sell assured and almost cocky without being boorish
and pompous. The rest of the album is just the sup orting cast to
Toucheds star, solid, reliable and not letting the siifb down but never
destined for the annals of history.

UNREST Fuck Puss Galore (And All
Her Friends) (Matador/Teenbeat)
Unrest have split and this is one of those 'coIlect the early doodlings
on one LP compilations‘. If you already ogpreciate Unrest it might be
up your street, if you don't then it is high y unlikely this willchange
your mind and if you're undecided I suggest you stay undecided by
not picking this up.

THE EARTHMEN Teen Sensations (Seed)
Australians, we love 'em don't we? Or so TV programmers have us
believe and The Eanhmen are of that ilk, (Australians not TV
programmers). Teen Sensations is a sort of noisy, sunny, pa py,
buzzsaw kind of record - a warm wash of nothingness that llangs
there waiting lor a wove of emotion. It's something that the Hoodoo
Gurus have done much better, man limes before. What do you mean
you haven't heard their seminal What's My Scene?. I can't ob'ect to
Teen Sensations, it's just never going to mean much to me and
probably not to you. Dave Ellyatt

CELL Living Room (City Slang Records)
Produced by John A nello (of Dinosaurlnr roduction fame)
and recorded in I6 Hays this is a powerful clbse of American
indie rock. Bristling with great hooks and catchy melodies this

bonds. Noz TancIori’s remixes of Medicine Shock's Wild U I'll I°° °V°IPi°d"<°ll ll" "TY °"I°l""°"I- I5 Ifmef dull Husker DP "feel Nell Y°""9- 0"l5l°"dI“9 “"95
Scarletand IBelieve make them sound like an upbeat
Crowded House, providing companions to Speedy
Robinson's melodic Per ect Souls and PO!'s ephemeral,
harmonious Little Ghost of Green Gross and When. Blotters
On The Landscagds life On A River is a perfect background
for those coffee ta le tomes. Gonzo Salvage Company return
with the Swans-influenced, prophetic Mac ines.
Psychochannels offerin , Fear and Loathing, is suitably
paranoiac techno, counterlialoncedb Simon Taylor's Night
Flange. Wired simmers despite its laid back beat: obviously
Gonzo Salvage Company are the showcase band here. The
compilation ends with Bastard Slide Jim's industrial Kill All
Grunge Bands and French language samples.

Emma Barford
*Cassette only release from Leicester's newest record label,
Smgtical Payola, 24 Severn Street, Highfields, Leicester, IE2

BIVOUAC

Fly("Born for o while/yeah I was alive/Now I want to...Die")
and Sad And Beautiful ("All that rots and blooms/when
summer comes too soon").
Cynical, world weary and fucked up. Good stuff.

THE WALKABOUTS
Good Luck Morning EP (Sub Pop)
A limited edition CD-single with two tracks all the new album Setting
The Woods On Fire and two live tracks. The commercial and catchy title
track would sound at home on Radio One. Not my cu of lea but I
know plenty of people who would love this. Incidentally, Findlays
Motel is crap.

SUPER SUCKER5
La Mano Cornuda (Sub Fog)
Romonic owerlul blasts of primal Punk Roc .WelI produced, a better
version of the Dwarves. Some of the tracks are so good they made me
think of the Dead Boys. Songs about hard drinking, fast cars, sex and
the devil. I3 songs in 26 minutes. If you like Punk with Bollocks.
Buy this baby. It rips. The Fat Dead Nazi
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PANTERA Far Beyond Driven (East West) CHILL EB
Several years o o that I would've put this down in horror, I didn't

LUNA Bewitched (Elektra)
It's dillicult to get away from all the comparisons
that have been angled at Luna. The Velvets in the
later sixties? Then again when you turn up
supporting these on their reunion bash and with
Sterling Morrison playing on two of your songs,
Friendly Advice (or Waiting For The Man as it should
be referred to) and Great Jones Street, it does not
help expel these skeletons in the closet. But Luna,
unperturbed by these comparisons, just got on with
it. Bewitched contains all the memories that those
around at the time will find relevant. Soothing vocals
and guitars that recall the spirit of '67 effortlessly.
Six strings played in o style once lorgotten but now
very much in vogue. With its laid back manner and
easy going attitude this is an excellent album. NJ

L

Born Suspicious (Alternative Tentacles)
understand the language. But I persevered and on picking up o Those artists such as Ice Cube, Snoop and countless others have
friend's cogy of Vu gar Display Of Power, the bands last o bum, I become a little long in the tooth. The blatant flounting of their
became a opeless addict. So much intent present in one place, the chauvinism is wearing thin. Here is a guy who's moving back to the
anger and aggression is frightening. I viewed the tag on the cover, old rap values. The vocals stimulate the sort of aggression found in
‘Parental Advisory: Explicit Lyrics’ with a skeptical mind, but on
reading the enclosed lyric sheet I reevaluated this original opinion. My
nose is still bleeding. This is awesome power metal at it's best and
anyone with a nervous disposition should steer well clear. If
euthanasia ever becomes on option this will be the prescribed
treatment.

STEVE DIGGLE AND F.O.C.
Best of... (Cherry Red)
It was only last year that The Buzzcocks reformed, playing to capacity
audiences and proving there was still call for the enuine article. This
is a compilation that Steve recorded both solo and with his band Flag
Of Convenience, in between the split and reformation of The
Buzzcocks. I can't say that this will keep you riveted from start to
finish, but it has it's moments as on The Arrow Has Come, an
encounter with early-ish synthesisers, and the live version of Keep On
Pushing. But after all this is more a historical document and will be
considered worthwhile by all the fans still out there.

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS Get A Lifé (Castle)
Another blast from the post, but this time it's new material which
proves that they still have something to say. Only Joke Burns remains
from the original line up, but this shouldn't detract from the interest.
With Foxton (ex-Jam) on bass, Dolphin Taylor, drums and Dave Sharp
of The Alarm standing in for the since departed Cluney on the current

punk. Highly political, they paint a picture of nineties society, a place
in which discrimination, both racial and otherwise, is rife. He has lused
a ghetto vibe with samples and vocals to drive his message home with
fu I farce. This hos been put together extremely well and should be
listened to with on open mind, whether or not its to your taste.

Nick James

LOTION Full Isaac (Big Cal)
For some time now this has been monopolising the stereo onl
occasionally letting anyone else in and I've been going, ‘I really must
get around to writing the review’. It's not that I don't rate Full Isaac,
just that I've been too captivated by it to waste time penning
paragraphs. It's one of those minor classics that seem to be virtually
exclusivel American nowadays. It has one definite reason lor
meriting this accolade: for all the bands that have appeared recently
making comp somewhere between Hiisker Dii and REM, few have had
something to say or any real character. Lotion however have
character. You only have to be on the receiving end of Dr Link, a
coiled snake of a tune, or Around, that dreams wistlully whilst gazing
into space, to know their waters genuinely run deep. Then again they
deliver Head out from which pops Sugar and She ls Weird City which
aside from being o gem of o son title is rather fine too. In fact Lotion,
and Full Isaac as a whole, are railier fine. Check it out.

AFGHAN WHIGS Debonair(BIast First)
tour, this is going to make for some fireworks. With a diet of energy And what do we have here? A rather special 4-tracker two from the
and gutsy guitars, this album can hold it's head high in the presence of most sumptuous album of last year Gentlemen, a Scrowl cover and a
any amount of new talent.

DAVID LEE ROTH
Your Filthy Little Mouth (Reprise)
I still rate David's ive show as one of life's highlights, the best stage
show I have ever been witness to. Along with that, he's mono ed to
pump out some consistent albums, both solo and with Van Halon. Fat
’Em And Smile was a rollercoaster of blues, rock and comic moments
that he has sadly failed to surpass, although as for as rock went BB's
Skyscraper came close, but perhaps that was because Vai's guitar
prowess was still present. Unfortunately this still foils to burn rubber,
or at least the sort of rubber I'd ex ect of this supreme showman. A
sequel to Ladies Ni ht In Buffalo (tlle track), Experience comes closer
than I've witnessedqin his recent past to those triumphant do s. But no
matter how his subsequent guitarists have tried, they still failto live
up to the cheek of Steve Vai's mastering of the axe. The presentation
loultless, they don't talk to you as was Steve's trademark. This will be
a grower but what has he done to his hair? Looking more like o cross
between Jon Ban Jovi and Sting, he'll be saving the rain forests next.
Save your thoughts for those West Coast girls, David.

NINE INCH NAILS
Downward Sfiral (Island)
What we don't understan in this life, we tend to write all as garbage,
perhaps because we fear what we might find underneath the apparent
confusion. This might be the ideal context in which to place the latest
work from Trent Renzor. Head Like A Hale seemed so clear cut, just
another rock single with an edge, but this is industrial Techno at it's
most fearsome. Not just sound, but o collection of emotions. When
Lennon wrote (old Turkey he was expressing the feelings experienced
by a drug user whilst drying out. Whether or not this was an objective,
this expresses the rush, the surge of power and the craving all at once;
the pleasure and the pain in one fix. The production techniques are
nothing short of miraculous; to make sense of all that is present here
is a remarkable feat. The perfect soundtrack to OrweII's I984,
society's evils told both lyrically and musicoll . For an author to

roduce such a document takes genius or o cleronged head; loss can
llave been the only inspiration here. The line, God is dead and no one
cares in Heresy would seem to sum up everything most neatly.

Janis Joplin perennial. Debonair itself is awesome, one of the few
songs that can claim to have united Motown and Sub Pop and at
away with it. What more can you ask lor, except perhaps the dlbum
for your birthday.

TC HUG Find (Playtime)
North Western uitar moulers having their first game on the rock 'n’
roll pinball macliine and managing to stay in ploy for a considerable
while without racking up much of a score. Dave Ellyatt

AMINIATURE I photo: Ted Drake
Depth Five Rate Sixlkestless Records)
From San Diego Calif. Aminiature are a hard band to define;
tight jiarring bursts of noise, strange songs such as Duisghian
Zodo s In anapaly and Hiker Atas. Sometimes it sounds like
Gang Of Four sometimes PIL sometimes Sonic Youth. It's a
har record to listen to as it comes at you from all directions,
but after o couple of listens it begins to make sense.

PAUL WELLER Hung Up E.P. (Go! Discs)
Someone somewhere must like this. To my jaded ears it's a heap of
acoustic shit. I used to respect Poul Weller and I had to listen to old
Style Council and Jam records to remember why. TFDN

3 STOREY WINDOW I Will (Ultimate)
Standard Rock single, standard Rock tunes. No frills, no surprises. ML

HYSTERIX Must Be The (Deconstruction)
The thinglgbaut Deconstruction records is that whilst they are often
predicto there is little doubt that they are predictably popular. To
say that they're the Stock Aitken Waterman of the "dance-age" 90's
may be a bit harsh but who else can you compare them to? The \
Hysterix track contains K-Kluss mixes; one handbag, one hard dub as
well as a Flute In Space mix (ahem?). Bonus track is a remix of Talk
To Me by none other than Sasha (scream, screamll. Should do lower
charts no problem. Uplifting, eh? DJ Matz

SHARKBOY Razor (Nude)
Another hotly Ii ed band for '94. These also have the advantage, or
disadvantage ofibein signed to Suede's label, Nude, they have a lot
to live up to. Usin cello and trumpet amongst the flow of thin s gives
added interest and servos to set them apart from other hopefuls.

Ilicli James

CREATE! 7"
On The Move/Bright & Beautifuljked Records)
Punk rock circa '77, but in these days of the New Wave of New Wave,
success is more likely than it was a few years ago.

“Stop B‘?"794"

APOCALYPSE BABYS
Dance Till You Drop (Servo) 7"
And more so. Stiff Little Fingers Undertones, Buzzcocks
complete with oh-oh-ohs it's all here. Dance Till You Drop is
their Blitzkrieg Bop. And also The Skids. Asterix The Brat may
one day end up presenting the 2010 version of ' The Big E‘.

D.O.A. The Only Thing Green/Folsom
Prison Blues
(Save Clayoqaol Sound Benefit 7") (Alternative Tentacles)
Now I know why they call him Joey Shithead. "Let the BS fly”? A real
punk would have said ‘bullshit’. "The only thing green is the colour of
money" they complain, like The Levellers without the spirit of foIk,.
and you'd only break your clogs pogoing. Well meaning Canadians, all
proceeds from this record go to worthy environmental causes, but
they're not going to save anything with this. As for Folsom Prison
Blues, if you want to know how to do Johnny Cash, may we refer you
to the Reverend Horton Heat?

THE LOSERS/COITUS Split 7" (Fluffy Bunny)
"I drink weak beer, got cac tattoos, I really Iose." Thus goes Loser,
followed by I Don't Wanna Live. Well, don't worry guys, despite the
New Wave of etc., you won't have to. Punk is dead. I know because
Sic Boy Hendrix told me while he was cleaning the window of a
software shop. Same goes for Coitus. Weeuuoarrgh!

ELEVATE Judas/Red (Flower Shop) 7"
First release from Robin God Machine's new label. Their narrated
vocals over a wall of noise could be early Swans or Slint. Peely played
their first EP in its entirety and personally phoned them to book o
session. Well slick layers of noise with beautiful tunes sitting on them
like a million American bands are trying Io do, but who needs to cross
the Atlantic when we've got this on our doorstep. A scorcher.

JALE Promise/3 Days (Sub Pop) 7"
Four Canadian women are in Jale so they can't have copied
Radiohead, though the guitars on 3 Days suggest otherwise, or o
noisier Throwing Muses. If Kristin Hersh had not mellowed out and
signed to Sub Pop instead she could be sounding like this.

ZENI GAVA
Disgraceland/Autobody (Alternative Tentacles) 7"
Zeni Gava have been going since '87, the "line-up changing around
guitar-kagemusha Kazuyuki K. Null who's worked severally with Steve
Albino. Screaming industrial guitar ii Io angry AC Temple. I'd love lo
know what he's ranting about but our Japanese translator is away in
Newcastle.

Christine Chapel] Milo F. Kelly



EGGS Government Administrator/
Sugar Babelflemiolal 7"
From a school of (Jonathan) Richmond, Virginia, these are two well-
penned song of cute lyric and sad harmony. A bit of trombipulotion
provides a memorable tune on Sugar Babe. CC/NIFK

JESUS CHRUST
|'m Nailed Rfghf In (Fudgeworthy) 7"
Limited to 2000 copies, this 7” is a breath of fresh air in the currently
sickeningly nice US pundie scene. Piss poor sound quality brings down
this babyish grindcore to the level of nothing more than hissy sludge.
The crap concept ‘We're so evil we don't like Jesus’ has been painfully
overdone in the past and Chrust add nothing to it. Needless lo say, my
nomination for the single of the year. I7 tracks of pure cool.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Teripvaki Asthma Vol iii IC/Z) 7" i
Uh, rat er too indie for my tastes, Tree People, Dose, Nix-80,
fitting nicely into the designer wallpaper of my lonely bedsit complete
with a pile of mouldy NMMEs. However the Ween track is a
completely different kettle of distorted vocals and Casio beats. ‘Long
Legged Sally was a no necked whore’ sorta makes this worth buying,
but get it for someone else, and then tape it.

VARIOUS ARTISTS Lon Tail Willie (S mpothy For The Record Industry) 7"
Self Mutilation Vol. I lHippy Knight) 7"
Quite punky in places as you'd expect, but still sticks firmly within the Apparently it's called The Secret life Of Auntie Bea and if il’s anything
code of underground US agit-pop-punk. Coffin Break’s crap name
says more than I could about them in a constructive fashion. Same
with You And I except that I can’t be bothered to think of a witty put
down. Green Magnet School who people have raved on about are
guilty of having the worst production of the record, making the
listener check for fluff every live seconds. Jonestovvn who, despite
wearing dodgy ‘Gosh, we're so flipping bonkers honestly guv’ clothes, Side Two is even better, some sleazy R8.B which goes badly wrong and
manage to clock in with the best track of the bunch. In all not bad,
but not good either.

JUST SAY NO
TESCO VEE"S HATE POLICE "
Fuck Straight Edge VOI ll (Staplegun) 7"
Yes, Yes, Yes! Tesco Vee!Wow, he’s so cool and such a rock star.
Unsurprisingly this sounds very much like the Meatmen. But is that o
bad thing? Just Say No, who have the flip side, even cover a
Meatman song. The concept behind this single is some sort of punx
covers thing which shows a startling lack of imagination. Still, can’t be
helped. Buy for Tesco’s sake, and put him lop of the charts.

TESCO VEE'S HATE POLICE
Untitled (Sympathy For The Record Industry) 7"
Tesco, I love you. 0r do I?This is more serious, but not as good. More
metal then Meatman, any road, if that means ‘owt to you. Vee’s lyrics
remain fixated with ‘Anal Fate’.

HED Drool (Manda Psychotic) 7"
Yet another faceless American rock band. The wacky sleeve notes
would have you believe them to be the craziest motherfuckers on the
planet with their screwy, maximum ha-ha middle nomes— Ray ‘The
Amoeba’ Hofmiller, Jim ’Lobotomy‘ Roberto. But it’s not such a bad
record, slow and drone-like, more of the Flipper/yoofish school than
the usual popfuzz rip-off.

REFLEX FROM PAIN
Checkered Future (IP05) 7" flexi
Wohey! Hardcore from ‘B3 when men were men (choke) and
hardcore was hardcore (wibble). I like this because it shows exactly
what a load of stinky horsefuck the New Wave of New Wave actually
is. Crash? Don’t make me cry. REP were port of a scene which
thankfully died before becoming sad. Anyone remember Violent
Children? Ripcord? No, thought not.

BLUNDERS TONGUE
9 Y

Prepare yourself for the best album ever (if it's not already out).

like this brilliant single it will blow many a fucked-up brain. Side One
‘kicks’ with some avant garden Io-fi jazz shite, much to your dismay,
but all is saved as someone vomits a "I ,2,3,4!" and the race begins.
Crazy (yes, really, apeshit, I promise) garage punk mania, nothing
new but the Io-fi energy behind it is amazing, enthralling, enough to
make you want to go crazy, quite crazy. Er, anyway, enough of that ,

collapses until someone shouts “ Bridge! QUICKLY!" or summat, and
things get worse from there. Kill your Euro MP to buy it.

Spacehopper

OLD FRUIT demo
That’? What I Call Now Musiclfructose)
These guys do it much better, seventeen wonderful cabaret
cameos of purposeful originally. From the first track Dance
Of The Sperm, through Bastor Octopus, Mr. & Mrs.
Spoonhandle, Once a Moose Always A Moose, The Man With
Three Heads to the seventeenth track Sunday In Hell, 0Id Fruit
take you on a trip by feeding you the distilled wackiness of
Beefheart, Zappa Einor 0rn, Bogshed, Champion The
Underdog, Daevid Allen etc. with hilarious arrangements and o
range of styles of eclectifying grooviness all fused funkiITy1
to ether with the recision o o satellite re air mission. is is9 P _ P
what I call now entertainment. (07! S82 3522).

WONDERLAND GirlfriendTM (Lo-Tek) demo
"They’ie alright till she starts singing,” says another pair of ears
across the room, taking the thought from my head. The techno bits
are acceptable in a defeatist way, the punk “Io-tek”, disney-esque, rap
she can do, like Jane Bond (8. The Undercover Men), and pop like o
Io-fi Jack Rubies. Cheesily fascinating.
(Iain 0602 242943 or Tim TUSIT6)

HEADTRAUMA Bikfl EP cassette
Anger. Foul anger and hatred seethes through the poor sound quality
with the tension of death row. These guys are out to frighten and
depress, in the hope that it will make them feel better. And screaming,
beating, thrashing and generally MAKING SOME FUCKING NOISE with
threatening lyrics probably has made them feel much better. “A piece
to keep my peace“ they beg on Point Blank. Dunno why they live in
nice ‘n’ clean Hyson Green.

CLINCHER God Damned Clinched demo
Fuzzier in their intentions, Clincher sneer and snipe for more personal
than political reasons. A Doorsy attempt at eerieness, “These Eyes
Shine" suggests to me that Clincher would like to have the class of
Idiot Joy, and the rest of the noise is because they haven’t. Mass
frustration can be fun, but not here. (0602 073206)

MY DOG HAS NO NOSE
Coitus et Medicamentis Debilitus et
Live at The Mean Fiddler demo
Braggy take Abbey Road (Take Me There Oh Yeah) opens this
recording of My Dog Hos No Nose‘s total entertainment satire system,
including a passable pisstake of Kraftwerk complete with "Warning:
this disc is reversing" at runaway speed. Followed by the even funnier
and well-deserved boot into the annual Do They Know It's Xmas Bonus
Time? charity record. Then there's Jak do Bhangro (live), the all-in-
one rap-rave-ragga-bhangra disco send up, leaving the roving raucous
roots rip-off Ships In The Day. But not as clever as 0Id Fruit. (0509
4! 641 9) Christine Chapel

FRANCIS demo
Well, what a nice surprise, the cover and name have got run-of-the-
mill indie written all over them. But when you put the tape on out
comes a load of tinny home made Tamla Motown, all done on
keyboards. Chock-a-block with bleeping horns, funky synth bass and
vocals which remind me of on early Steve Marriott. Some of the lyrics
are unintentionally hilarious, being the sort that Lenny Henry would
sing as Philosiphous P. Wildebeeste. All four songs composed and
performed by one F.J.R Oldham are deliciously tacky, with fab tunes,
Perfect love and This love Affair being the two stand outs. Better than
the real thing in the way that Gary Numan was a million times more
fun than David Bowie, and New Musik were more lun than Depeche
Mode. Someone sign this man up immediately. Malcolm l.

SLUMGANG demo 3;...
The new demo from the Slum lads is a blistering attack of Notts Punk
Rock. The opening Shotgun Wedding takes no prisoners, hook heavy
and catchy as pubic lice. Ioyd‘s lyrics are bitter and thought-
provoking, the harmonies on Somethings Going On are amazing. My
fave track is Back In Rags which is a sort of Born To Lose for the 90's.
Do yourself a favour, buy this tape, and buy Eddie a drink. Punk Rock.
(46 Hartley Road, Radford, Nottingham NG7 3A0)

KRUST Demos #1 &#‘Z
Krust (crap name) are originally from Corby, now relocated to Nottm.
The band came first in Northamptonshire‘s Battle 0f The Bands and
this tape is from part of the £1000 worth of recording they won. It's
powerful stuff, early Therapy? and Killing Joke-ish vocals. They have
a gig (for Road Runner Records) at the Narrow Boat on 20th.May.
Worth catching before they sellout. (34 Vernon Park Drive, 0Id

B _ situation ever since, and such was the success of the night
ack in December ’9l, inside the first full-colour that by November a sister night, The House ThatJazz Built,

Overall, was a double page feature ( ah, those were began in the newly opened Beatroot club in Nottingham’s
the days) topically titled “Groove is in the Hearty”. historic (and ‘m talking nightclub history) Lace Market.
lt was a death-of-rave rant by one Martin Thomas, What makes Jazz /n The Box so appealing?

champion of Nottingham’s then fledgling funk scene, “the "The idea was to playjazz, funk, rap and soul without too
scene which probably doesn’t even ‘realise it exists! ” he many boundaries. Acid jazz purists might not like
exclaimed, going on to list Crunchbird, Dr. Egg, (“groovy, everything they hear down there but l’ve been to other
funky, smiling, buzzing people... and _________ , , _ __ jazz nights and they can be boring."
that was just the audiencel”), Solomon |t'5 not unknown in The BOX to
(DOW PSYCDO GTOOVQ MUUTGSJ, 5T6l< It receive requests for Metallica. ”l’ve
Up, Vibes (now Absoulution) and told the lads, ‘Anything goes.’ People
\X/eirdbeard. “Nottingham is dancing to have come to realise to expect the
a new groove. Let’s face it, anything , i,in@><p@¢i@d_"
that can create queues to get into the I _ n I C _ One such Occasion wag the <;|ub*5
HQBITY IGOOCNQIIOWI must be more first anniversary in January when
than 6 fad-" Matz booked the fifteen or so
The following month we announced drummers who make up the
the Srart sis. a "celebration" feaiurins Nottingham School or Samba. Matz
all the _<?'1bO\/6 DIUS 6 jazz outfit called describes the scene with relish. “\X/e
Swinging Affair, later to change their stopped the music dead and led
“Pm?! to Mind TPQ Gap. There was DJ them onto the dance-floor. Eveiyone
P<3blO “DTODPDIY Nottm’s most was wondering what the hell was
charismatic entertainer. His ability to mix the hardestjazz going on! ” he laughs.
with the bootsiest funk has made his club nights essential “But after the first number— whistle blown, drum roll and
late night haunts”, Lovelee “[his] selection of Mondo BOOM BOOM!— they went mad! ”
Bongo beats and rare groove shows this to be an area of \X/ith the large number of appropriate bands in the city, it’s
music growing at the fastest rate in Nottingham", and Mark not surprising to find the occasional live act in The Box, Dr.
Spivey “whose show on Trent FM has continuously been Egg with MSD, for example, or the Psycho Groove Muthas.
the best barometer for what’s going to be big in And Matz is always on the look out for new bands. “ The
CIUIQS-"(A/\E1l'Eil"l <':l86il'\)- Stak It Up, Bud Bongo, Dr. Egg scene is so incestuous.
That Start gig was the only event featuring local acts ever That’s why Nottingham School Of Samba came along.
to sell out at the Polytechnic. Amidst a wave of reviews, Psycho Groove Muthas went down a storm as well.”
interviews and features in all the local press, coupled with But Matz considers the main strength of the night to be
A&R “interest”, the scene that didn’t even know it existed the standard of the DJs, " Lovelee’s mad, Pablo’s...well,
began to celebrate itself. Even the City & County Councils Pablo, and the younger DJs like Darren and C-Breeze are
were joining in. OveraA’s first birthday party took place at coming through really well. Some of the newer ones had
their Latin Rave at MGM on April lst. \X/hen Talkin Loud never dee-jayed a few months ago! Some nights it’s like a
arrived in town for their first bash at Venus, it seemed they DJ ‘s party with five or six lads trying to get on.” lf he
had merely come to complete the suit. That was two sounds a bit like a football club manager it’s not surprising,
years ago. Six months later I could have sworn it was all a with a total of twelve DJs awaiting call up.
dream. Naivety, apathy and disappointment at the fact But this has enabled Jazz In The Box DJs to be at both the
that none of the bands had been sgned to a record label Leadmill in Sheffield one Friday night as well as in
seemed to have destroyed the scene as quickly as it had Nottingham, which Matz hopes to make a weekly event.
realised itself. The Hearty closed ard you couldn’t get a He and Lovelee will appear there at a Mix Mag Party this
support with Galliano for love nor money. month., which is an indication of how clubs and dance
Then one of those peculiar yet ordinary things happened. music are changing. And what about all the new
Enter DJ Matz, the man who put tfe Jazz in The Box. A ‘dubtransient’ world music that’s coming out now?
bright-eyed, stocky figure who has recently put on weight, “I think it’s really good that all the different kinds of music
Matz exudes all the self-assured confidence of an in the world are crossing over. \X/orld Music gets bigger
entrepreneur who has hit on a good idea in a field which and bigger. But the DJs are going to have to work really
he enjoys and is carrying it out with enthusiasm and style. hard. There’s so much diversity coming in now. \X/hereas
l can’t think whom, but he reminds me of someone. you used to have a ‘jazz’ or ‘soul’ or ‘funk’ night, now they

the end ’92 l was offered a The \)l/ednesday student are not only mixed by the DJs but mixed up on the actual
night at Madison. l’d been buying acid jazz records since records as well. I think there will be more nights like Jazz
ea. l knew Tim [Lovelee] and asked if he’d like to come In The Box. People know that when they go down there
on board and put a night together. ” it’s a different night, a different sort of vibe. And people
In those days downstairs in Madison was known as The will dance to absolutely bloody anything! Me and Tim
BPI, Fifth Avenue or The Boom Boom Room , depending can’t believe what Pablo gets away with.”
on who you were, which night you went and what door Which brings us neatly back to where we started. The
you went in. At that time there was a hardcore rave which Groove may not be in the Hearty, but it’s certainly in the
wasn’t doing so well, so a deal was struck with Madison. hearts of all those bands and DJs who are still here and
Jazz In The Box was born. still groovin’ in all the renewed, refurbished, renamed and
“The first night,” recalls Matz, “the rave crew turned up as replenished pubs, clubs and venues bidding for their
well. It was quite frightening. Their trucks were dwarfed talent, and nowhere more so than Jazz In The Box. “\X/hen
only buy the guys who were driving them.” you’ve been buying records since you were eight and
Seventy-two people turned up for that first night. worshipping music all your life, having your own club
“We did a_ month solid of Fridays. People weren't taking night is like running a sweet shop. The only thing that
much notice. It was only when did the full colour flyers could replace it is playing No. 10 for Arsenal.”
that they started paying attention. People were shocked!” Ah! Now l know who he reminds me of.
This was down to Matz’ past experience in marketing. ' Christine Chapel
which gave Jazz In The Box “equal credibility" alongside
rave flyers, although for a while, because DIY needed the *Jazz In The Box every Friday in The Box.

B,,sfo,d, Nofiinghum N56 gm TF9" venue, Jazz In The Box was moved to another venue on a The House That Jazz Built every Saturday at Beatroot.

’.'-A

fortnightly basis for a number of months. “In the end,” Matz and Lovelee play Throbbing Funk at the /l/lrx mag
continues Matz with a glint in his eye, “the dance night fell Party on Friday 22nd at The Leadmill.
through and we were offered every Friday. By October ‘Q3
we were turning people away.” That has remained the PPOYOSI P65/O bOX@d by Jim POWEII
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tuesday 1 2th
BIG DEAL

BLAMELESS
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

BLUES JAM
Running Horse

HIBOU DABAS
The Peacock

RED LION
Hearty Goodfellow

TALLON £2/1.50 8.30 pm
Hucknall Lord Byron

ECHOBELLY
£4/3 Derby The Where House
VIVID

Victoria Inn
PSYCHO GROOVE MUTHAS

Leicester The Charlotte

Nottingham Filly & Firkin
FOLK BLUES & BEYOND

Running Horse
SOUNDGARDEN
£9 adv. Rock City
SERVE CHILLED

Cookie Club
MAD HATTER
£1.50 adv. Ilkeston Kristies
HONKY
£4/3 Derby The Where House
GRIEVOUS ANGEL

Victoria Inn
’67/ FLAMINGOES
MANTA RAY
New Wave of triple blls £2.50/2

Leicester The Charlotte
MIKE PETERS 8| THE POETS
FREAKS OF DESIRE
£5 adv.

N ’ampton Roadmender

BLIND MOLE RAT fresh from a two month tour of Germany and Poland appear at the Filly 8. Firkin
on Saturday 23rd April.

PJ BAKER’S BLUES BRAND
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

JAZZ JUNIORS
Running Horse

EXCESSAWEEZ
Canning Circus Red Lion

LA VIDEOTECH
£3/2 Sheffield The Leadmill

TEENAGE RAMPAGE
Derby The Where House

THE LEAST BIT
Victoria Inn

THRUM I SLINKY I ATAMA
£3/2
NEW TROUBADORS
upstairs Leics. The Charlotte
TAP ROUTE

The Royal Mail

MIND THE GAP
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

BEAT SURRENDER
Old Vic

SKYSCRAPER
UNDERSTAND I HONKY

Rock City
BEAT CLUB
£4/3 9.30 Sheff. The Leadmill
"67 I FLAMINGOES
MANTA RAY downstairs £4/3
TOMATO upstairs

Derby The Where House
THE BACKSCRATCHERS

Victoria Inn
WISHPLANTS
SACK / ABSOLUTELY
£3/2.50 Leics. The Charlotte
ARBITRATOR

Royal Mail

___ __ r. .

sherPhotography
Oi

PhotoTonyF

FRAME FOUNDATION
Pump & Tap

JULIE FELIX
Mansfield Comm. Arts Centre

friday 15th
FRICTION

Nottingham Filly & Firkin
DOCTORS OF RHYTHM

Old Vic
SKUNK FUNK & JUNK

Be1lamy°s
JAZZ IN THE BOX

The Box
STUMBLE BROTHERS

Running Horse
JAIMZ GANG

Rock City
MCM from CAVEMAN
ARRIVAL ITICKLE I K.l.D.
DUSH /TOTAL FREQUENCY

Movement lesson 2
Marcus Garvey Centre

BIG DEAL
The Gregory

BILL SAVAGE
till midnight weekly Potters House
SCHEME

The Mechanics
HARLAN THE JESTER

Derby Victoria Inn
JULIE FELIX

Rushcliffe Leisure Centre
HEMP

Worksop Frog & Nightgown
DAEVID ALLEN£3.50/3 upstairs
MAHA World Music £4/3 down

Leics. The Charlotte
FABIANS TALE

t.b.c. Pump & Tap
TOM WAINWRIGHT I SULLY
TONY MEAD Sheff. Leadmill

CLOWNHOUSE
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

XEROX GIRLS
CHOPPER / SLUM GANG

Old Angel
BLIND & DANGEROUS
£1 Running Horse
PATTON 8: KELLY

Mechanics Arms
BILL SAVAGE
till midnight weekly Potters House
HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT

Beatroot
THE SANDALS
£5/4 Derby The Where House
LE STAT

Victoria Inn
THE KREWMEN

Leics. The Charlotte
HONEY CHILDREN

Royal Mail
JULIE FELIX

Worksop Regal Arts Centre
CREDIT TO THE NATION
COLLAPSED LUNG
CUS CUS £5 9.30 - 3am

Sheff. The Leadmill

sunday 1 7th
DICK PEARCE
Jazz House Nottm. Old Vic
MR. SIEGAL

Running Horse
DA DOG

Golden Fleece
DECKLAN

Mechanics Arms
THROBBIN BOB’S

BLUES BAND
Ambergate Hurt Arms

COLLAPSED LUNG
£4/3 Derby The Where House
DAISY CHAINSAW
£1 Leics. The Charlotte

HIBOU DABAS
Nottingham The Peacock

BLUES JAM
Running Horse

MAGNUM
adv £8. 50 Rock City
FUSION

Hearty Goodfellow
SPEED LIMIT
Jam Session Derby Victoria Inn
HAPPY MONDAZE

Wherehouse
FOR LOVE NOT LISA
£2 Leics. The Charlotte

DELTA RADIO
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

FOLK, BLUES 8: BEYOND
Running Horse

VIA THE MIND
Hearty Goodfellow

SERVE CHILLED
Cookie Club

ECHOBELLY
JULIE DOLPHIN / PERFUME
£4/3 Derby The Where House
THE HUGH STUART BAND

Victoria Inn-
PRAISE SPACE ELECTRIC
£3/2. 50 Leics. The Charlotte

l _

l: I 1‘ I
 t@ ,

CHRIS CONWAY
Pump & Tap

COLD GIN
adv £1.50 Ilkeston Kristies
WORLD OF LEATHER
STRANGE TRACTORS
£4 adv N’ampton Roadmender

P J BAKER’S BLUES BRAND
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

EXCESSAWEEZ
Red Lion

THE BOURBON BOYS
The Swamp Club The Old Vic
ATOMIC KANDY

The Running Horse
SLYDE

Hearty Goodfellow
W.E.G.

Victoria Inn
THE DOUGH BOYS
BABY CHAOS
£4/3 Leics. The Charlotte
CORE

The Royal Mail
STATUS BLUES

Pump & Tap
LA VIDEOTECH
10-2am £3/2 Sheff. Leadmill
KERBDOG
£5 adv. N’ampton Roadmender

I thursday 21st
MIND THE GAP

Nottingham Filly & Firkin
KELLY'S HEROES

The Old Vic
SLYDE

The Gregory
TALLON
£1.50 adv. 8.30pm The Old Angel
SALAD
£4/3 Derby The Where House
BLUES & RAMBLIN

The Victoria Inn
ORANGE DELUXE

Lecis. The Royal Mail
DR BROWN

Pump & Tap
THE PINK FAIRIES

The Charlotte

CAGE
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

TORI AMOS
Royal Concert Hall

HUGGY BEAR
BOB TILTON / OSCAR
£4/3.50 8.15pm Narrowboat
THE DOUGH BOYS
SILENCER / CHINA DRUM

The Old Angel
CODE:RED

The Gregory
OLD SCHOOL

The Running Horse
JIM VINCENT

The Mechanics
DK I PIP / EMMA (DIY)
JOHN I LAWRENCSmokescreen
JULES / TIM I MAX Black Box
Barrio Benefit £5adv 10 - 6am

Tennyson Hall
SKUNK FUNK 8: JUNK

Be1lamy’s
JAZZ IN THE BOX

6 The Box

 saturday 23rd
BLIND MOLE RAT

BEARCAT CAJUN
PLAYBOYS

Mansfield Arts Centre
THE MICROCHIPS I

Derby. Victoria Inn
AB/CD

Leics, Royal Mail
SKYCLAD/ LETHARGY
OPEN MIND SURGERY
£4/3.50 The Charlotte
JED THOMAS BLUES BAND

Pump & Tap
BAND OF GYPSIES

L. Mill Potters Club
LOVELEE & MATZ
Throbbing Funk
DISCIPLE & SULLY
Mix Mag party at Flise £7 9.30-3am

Sheff. The Leadmill

Nottingham Filly & Firkin
BERLIN JAZZ SEXTET
HILDEGAARD TRIO

Old Vic
POISONED ELECTRCK HEAD

Rock City
GRUMBLEGRINDER
HEROIN

Old Angel
KELLY’S EYE

Mechanics Arms
STAN MARSHALL’S LAW

Running Horse
HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT

Beatroot
SEISMIC RING

Derby Victoria Inn
KEVIN COYNE Unplugged
THRONEBERRY

Leics. The Charlotte
FABIAN’S TALE

The Magazine
MR. SIEGAL

Royal Mail
FRANKLIN’S TOWER

Pump & Tap
BEARCAT CAJUN

PLAYBOYS
Duffield Ecclesbourne School

KITCHENS OF DISTINCTION
SALAD Sheff. The Leadmill
THE MACC LADS
£7.50 adv. N’ampton Roadmender

ABK
Nottingham The Running Horse

SEAMUS O’BLIVION 8: THE
MEGA DEATH MORRISMEN

Golden Fleece
THE MIGHTY QUINN

Mechanics amts
PURE INSTINCT

Ambergate Hurt Arms
NEVERLAND

Ashbourne Cary’s Wine Bar
CLEAR / LAZY DOLLIES
FREEZER
Spud Gun Club £2.50 adv. 7.30

Sheff. The Leadmill
SOFT TOUCH SAMBA BAND

Leics. Royal Mail
KENNY WILSON
lunchtime Pump & Tap
BLYTH POWER

The Charlotte

 monday 25th
LAST COSMONAUTS

Nottingham Filly & Firkin
HIBOU DABAS

The Peacock
BLUES JAM

L Running Horse
SPEED LIMIT
Jam Session Derby Victoria Inn
KEVIN COYNE
£4/3 The Where House
TRIPMASTER MONKEY
SLIPSTREAM / SPINE
Free Leicester The Charlotte
BABY CHAOS
PRESIDENT BUSH
£4 adv N’ampton Roadmender

WHITE KNUCKLE RIDE
Nottingham Fily & Firkin

FOLK BLUES & BEYOND
Running Horse

SERVE CHILLED
Cookie Club

TELEVISION OVERDOSE
Leics. The Charlotte

COMPLEX
8.30 £1.50 adv. Ilkeston Kristies
THE WALTER TROUT BAND

Sheff. The Leadmill

wednesday 27th
EXCESSAWEEZ

Nottm. Canning Circus Red Lion
PJ BAKER’S BLUES BRAND

Filly & Firkin
KELLY’S HEROES
NOTTM. SCHOOL OF SAMBA
STICKMAN / FEELERUB
HARMANIA
C. I. T benefit Old Vic
FUN DA MENTAL
£5/4 Derby The Where House
THE CHRISTIANS
Unplugged £8.50 adv.

Assembly Rooms
HECTOR’S GHOST

Victoria Inn
DEAD AFTER DARK

Leics. Royal Mail
SEVEN LITTLE SISTERS

The Charlotte
CUD

Sheffield University
LA VIDEOTECH

The Leadmill

MIND THE GAP
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

DR TEETH / BLACKBALL
JUNK CULTURE

Old Angel
SLYDE

Long Eaton Prince Of Wales
ZZ BIRMINGHAM

Derby Victoria Inn
FUN DA MENTAL

The Where House
NEVERLAND

Assembly Rooms
ANGER HEART

Leics. Royal Mail
F-NIKS

Pump & Tap
HUGGY BEAR
PROLAPSE
2£/2. 50 The Charlotte

friday 29th
YELLOW BELLY

Nottingham Filly & Firkin
DA DOG / GHOTI

g Old Vic
WAR COLLAPSE
THIS EFFECT

Old Angel
NO'I'I'M SCHOOL OF SAMBA
Jazz In The Box
LEFT HAND THREAD

Running Horse
RIVER DOGS

Rock City
FLAVA TASAVA
£1 Skunf Funk 8 Junk

Bellamy’s
SCHEME

Mechanics Arms
SIGN OF JONAH

Derby Victoria Inn
THE RATTLERS

Langley Mill Potters
FOSSIL PARK EAST
IAN DERBYSHIRE

Leics. Royal Mail
CIRCLE OF HANDS

Pump & Tap
KING KURT
THE FRANTIC FLINTSTONES
£6 adv. The Charlotte
PULP / PRAM
£6 adv. 7.30 Sheffield University
JACKMASTER FUNK
SULLY Rise
MARK JONES
Throbbing Funk £6 9.30-3

The Leadmill

CHAMPION THE UNDERDOG
JON BECKETT benefit for the
Flomani'an sewer children £1

Nottingham Filly and Firkin
FRANCIS

Old Vic
LE STAT

Running Horse
NEVERLAND

Rock City
EAST 17

Royal Concert Hall
PSYCHASTORM

Old Angel
POTEEN

The Mechanics Anns
THE JOURNEYMEN

Derby, Victoria Inn
ARK/GREEDSVILLE

Leicester, Royal Mail
THE NEW CRANES

Sheffield- The Leadmill

STRANGER FAYRE
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

MR. SIEGAL
The Running Horse

EAMOND GETHINGS
Mechanics Arms

THE D.T.S
Derby The Hurt Arms

K K KINGS
K day party ~ The Where House
WHITE KNUCKLE RIDE .

Newark Festival

rtgi



HIBOU DABAS
Free Nottingham The Peacock
D:REAM
COMANCHE PARK £9 adv.

Derby Assembly Rooms
PERFUME
£1 Leics. The Charlotte

KELLY'S HEROES
REDSTART
8pm-midnight £2. 50 adv

Nottingham The Zone
FOLK, BLUES AND BEYOND

The Running Horse
VICTIMS FAMILYI GROTUS

Derby The Wherehouse

Notlngham Red Lion
SUDANESE WITCH HUNT

Filly & Firkin
VOGUE MINOGUE

The Zone
ME
£3/2 Leics. The Charlotte

MIND THE GAP
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

XC-NN
£4.50/4 Leics. The Charlotte

JUNK ORANGE
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

REV BROWN
8i THE EARLY BIRDS

Running Horse
SKUNK FUNK 8: JUNK

Be1lamy’s
JAZZ IN THE BOX

The Box
STRANGER FAYRE

Loscoe Sir John Warren
ABDUL TEE-JAY’S ROKOTO
The Africa Beat Leics.Y Theatre

SOLID STATE COALITION
EB & THE SYSTEM
G.R.0.0. V. I/. £2 8pm Old Angel
TONY MCPHEE

8: THE GROUNDHOGS
Nottingham Running Horse

MA HA
Filly & Firkin

HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT
Beatroot

MY DOG HAS NO NOSE
Melton Mowbray Noels Arms

SALAD
THE CHURCH OF ELVIS
£4/3 Leics. The Charlotte

ABK
Nottingham Filly & Firkin

REV BROWN
& THE EARLY BIRDS

Ambergate Hurt Arms
HACKNEY HOMELESS FEST.

Hackney Clissold Park

SHAHEEN MERALI
PHILIP CHAMBON
Channels, Ech

I GALLERY

MIXED SHOW
Old Object, New Subject
16th May-4th June
ANNE LIDYAT ti" d23 A 'l
Beyond The Shadow pYGrMAfil0N

CASTLE MUSEUM George Bernard Shaw

30th April-26th June 26th I 30"" AprilTHE MAN WHO...
Peter Brook 8 Oliver Sacks

HEATHER CONNELLY 5th-218i MairS,-,,, 56,99” Ha,,g,-,,gs SHAKERS: THE MUSICAL
BEA-|-|:;|z BQLS-|-ER Jane Thornton 8 John Godber

MIXED SHOW
With Your Own Face On

Sculpture

WENDY STEVENSON
Paintings
11th May-5th June

Without Vertigo

18th April-21st May
MANDI CHANDLER
Stoneware Ceramics 19"! APT"
23rd April-21st May Low FIDELITY
Guinness packaging 8 design Pefa L”-V 3 Co‘

RUFFORD CRAFT CENTRE
19th April-5th June
MICK CASSON
Ceramics

t pri-t ay
PAULA REGO
NurseryFlhymes 14th AprilGURMINDER SIKAND TEECHERS
Wonderings In Paint
14th May-19th June
MICHAEL PORTER
Landscape Painting

till 8th May
MIXED SHOW
Defiance: Art confronts disability
16th April - 29th May
MIXED SHOW
Double Take

16th May-20th June
IAN KIRKWOOD
Abstrract Paintings Pt. 1

I I I _ LEICESTER CITY GALLERY
VI S U a . tilI16th April

,_ MIXED SHOW
Buttons
till 23rd April

I!!! 23"?! APT)! MICHAEL PLAT!’
PETER CAI-I-AS African American Art
M9" of Vision from Washington D. C.

26th April-21st May
O95 . IAN KIRKWOOD

Empty chars Abstract Paintings Pt. 2

theatricallz

_ 5th-3OIh April
Bil‘! Aprl! -Bil’! May ME 8, MY G‘RL

6II’t—9Il‘t April
SLEEPING BEAUTY

20th-21 st April
N’KK' ""°KAY BOLSHOI OPERA

_ 3rd-7th Ma
MACBETH

17th May
THEATRE FROM THE STREETS
Cardboard Citizens

BENIN
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY Kokuma Dance Ca

M_i_ 

9th April
ED ALLEYNE JOHNSON
14th April
ANNUAL MUSIC HALL SHOW

till16th April
THE QUEEN 8i I
Sue Townsend
20th-23rd April
THE TALKING CURE
Holly Hughes
21st April-7th May
THE LAST YANKEE
Arthur Miller

5th-6th April
THE MAGIC FINGER
Open Hand Theatre
7th-9th April
WICKED YAAR!
Royal National Theatre
4th May
MANIFESTO
Volcano Theatre
17th May
UPFRONT COMEDY CLUB

14th April: Henry Normal
28th April: Muhammad Yusuf
12th May: Stafford Ashani

Mbala
26th May: James Berry
BROADWAY MEDIA CENTRE

12 April: Tony Sewell
Pete Kalu

17th May: Selima Hill
Maggie Hannah
David Morley

22nd Jun: Benjamin Zephaniah lf i i _R;,:_g.|_‘,c_'
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ROYAL
TAKEAWAY

23 Goosegate, Hockley, Nottingham

0602
50-50-70

Try our freshly baked Traditional or
Tandoori PIZZGS with a variety of toppings
prices from £2.80.

Or perhaps you'd prefer our mouth-watering
Kebabs — Donner,Seek. Tandoori Chicken
and others, all served with salad in Pitta bread -
prices from £1. 70.

For something simpler try one of our Jacket
POIBIOCS with a filling of your choice - prices
from £1.00.

We also have a delicious selection of stuffed
Nan. as well as Samosas, Bhajis, Garlic Bread
and soft drinks.

Telephone 50-50-70 or call in at
Z3 Goosegate, to place your order or
collect a priced menu which includes details of
tree deliveries and available discounts.

Open
5pm until late Sunday-Wednesday

Jean ‘Binta ’ Breeze .~ I

P.“ " .'1.Ike!)'\ i. ‘"', \‘\\\ Um ,

Now ring the Best

10% student discount ! I
Tel. (0602) 424066
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SOMEONEPIICI) WATCH oven ME 23 ALFRETON ROAD
Frank McGuInness CANNING CIRCUS
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Clark Sutherland Entertainment presentS

aiihe @001 Vii‘;
Fletcher Gate Nottm.

SUNDAY 15th MAY
SOUEEZE Unplugged!
an acoustic evening with

GLENN TILBROOK
all the Squeeze classics and a tew surprises

with full support Adm £5
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BancoDe Gaia Berlitz the living room

Enjoying the view from my ambi-lounge
recently I noticed the CD player flashing an
insistent rhythm of orange and green. Lost to
the reason why, I was forced from slumber to
check out the sudden disturbance in my
environment. The CD had finished. This
meant one thing; a new CD and perhaps an
alternative decor to enrich the experience.
But what choice? Of the recent glut of
ambience come to sponge our living rooms
with peachy textures, the stand-out has to be
Emit0094 from those groovy people at Tzme
Recording. Not ones to run with the pack,
Emit0094 mixes armchair chilling with out-
there jazz abstraction in an evocative smart
drug cocktail. A compilation of forthcoming
album acts, Emit0094 shows a clear way out
of the cultural cul-de-sac in which Aphex
Twin is forced unhappily to dwell. On his
Ambient Works Vol. 2 (Warp Records) he
lucidly dreams a series of textureless blank
walls leaving the listener begging for artex.
Also on Warp, but infinitely superior in the
home decor stakes is one time Cabaret
Voltaire member Richard H. Kirk’s Virtual
State. A cornucopia of intricate design, the
view from the arm chair is of a myriad of
sound-byte moments of lament and eternal
decay. Not for Kirk the laidback floatation
tank, unlike Lemon Sol who wallow in salted
water in their Environmental Architecture LP
(Guerilla). Tastefully coloured with the right
shades, electro/organically induced hints at
nature/technology cross-hatching where
nothing climaxes or dies and everything just
is. Lemon Sol make you want to go out and
walk until Banco de Gaia come along with
Maya, an album of holiday snaps. Quraan
bellowing, sonar song and gamelan trance
take you on a trip through a travellers visions
with a dubsonic soundtrack. Still on a world
samples tip, Product Of the Environment from
Tony Thorpe‘s Moody Boyz finds progressive
house in more challenging terrain. Twisted
processed ambience is parallelled by Pygmy
songs and South African folk tunes which
create a startling collage of outer and inner
world musics. Best of the cross cultural

a supine journey on the ambient couch with Dr. Martin
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Photo: Asher Williams

design however must go to Loop Guru
whose excellent collection Duniya (Nation)
concocts a heady brew of Balinese grooves,
Moroccan tunes and a veritable Whirling
Dervish of tribal colour schemes. Meanwhile
over in Europe (and definitely still within the
confines of the world) Resistance D’s Ztrings
Of Life album does little for the colour scheme
apart from adding a touch of chrome and
brooding strings. Not a n essential album in
the living room. Busy painting the same room
in the same colour are those lovable baldies
Orbital whose recent Peel Session contains
the nth versions of the same track they
released as a single last year, and the nth
versions of an album track, etc. lt’s called
post-modernism, apparently. On the Rising
High label, James Bernard’s Atmospheries
plays with the expected notions of ‘ambient"
and comes up with an album that demands
the listener’s attention. Most anti-social as it
affects the room’s ambience no end. But
excellent all the same. Transglobal
Underground resurface under the pseudonym
Heliopolis and provide the trance out whirly
groove of Kintimani, putting new patterns on
my favourite wallpaper. Meanwhile giving a
new coat to the woodwork are insides whose
Skinned Clean is a pure blissed out vision of
gamelan trance ebbing and flowing through
the skin’s translucent layers, pulsing at the
membrane. Hope they don’t mess up the
gloss work. Top decor tip has to go to Full
Moon Scientist whose Old Man F’iver’s
Crying (Hard Hands) takes a dollop of
mournful blues vocals, mixes in a dash of
deep dub congo groove, and melts it into a
lengthy ambi-outro, creating a colour scheme
bloody-minded in its eclecticism. And finally
electric eclectic warriors Transcendental
Love Machine release their long awaited LP
Orgasmatronic (hydrogen dukebox) which is
a gorgeous slice of trance with revved up
guitars, and these strange things called
vocals! Just what the doctor ordered. On your
way out make an appointment at reception for
next month.

t

l

TEN ESSENTIAL COUCH FILLERS
1. Old Man Fi’iver’s Crying -

Full Moon Scientist (Hard Hands)
2. Huichol - Neuro Project (3 Beat)
3. Soul Catcher- Richard H. Kirk (Warp),
4. Just Out Of Africa - Moody Boyz (Guerilla)
5. Harlam - Coco Steal + Lovebomb (Emit)
6. Full Moon Ritual - Robert Leiner (R & S)
7. Transcendo - Transcendental Love Machine
(hydrogen dukebox)
8. Complete Nonsense - James Bernard (Rising

High)
9. Gamelah (dub 3) - Banco de Gaia (Ultimate)
10. Sarangyang Broadcast - Urban Gamelan

(white)

HIPHOPTIMISM
Movement: Lesson 2 “Hip Hop, Swing, Soul
and Ragga Jam” is Nottingham Anti-Fascist
Alliances first major musical event of the year.
It features local DJs and artists including rap act
K.|.D. (just signed to to Kold Sweat Records)
and ragga homeboy Dush who has another
t2”out on the streets. With headline act MCM
from Caveman, Movement: Lesson 2 will serve
as a springboard for similar events throughout in
the year which will include jazz, indie, punk, rave
and even folk nightsl The year’s highlight will
hopefully be a summer anti-racist carnival or
festival.
Shoot The Gift is a collaboration of various DJs
and artists including K.l.D, Mr. Tickle, Total
Frequency and Styly Cee. K.l.D and producer
B-Rok will be releasing an LP and singles
throughout 1994. The first release by K.l.D will
be on the compilation LP Raw Flavas and will
showcase his excellent . The crew‘s DJ is Styly

album and also hosts Nottingham’s wickedest
Hip Hop show on Heatwave Radio
Arrival consists of Gary Rene and Karl aged
19-20 a three part harmony group of various
styles of black popular music such as swing
soul and a new form of style called Hand-
Banging Hip-Swinging which is a blend of P-
Funk and Hip Hop loops with strong harmonising
vocals
Although the biggest underground music in
Nottingham IS Hip Hop the strange thing is that
there are no regular club nights. Despite the
number of DJs and bands like K.l.D., Total
Frequency, 3:6 Philly, there is still an
ovenivhelming glut of House nights. Guava Crew
have had a good response. lt’s just backward
club promoters with a fast-buck mentality
ignoring the Hip Hop vibe. Hopefully ’94 will see
some changes so to all you promoters and
nightclub managers— “wake up and smell the
coffee!” Peace to the people. Dave

BEAT SURRENDER NIRVANA
Nottingham Arboretum Pabellon de Real Madrid
Reminiscent oi a sweaty club bordering on the image oi punk meeting Shock horror! Super- roup storms stage and no one notices!
new wave, the sounds were right only this time everyone knew the Toni ht's ig contained the expected swathes-ot- uitar-cum-
words. Indeed o tribute to The Jam it was, and throughout the set vocdl-snail in redients, the Nirvana mittel-America rock
heads nodded, shoulders swayed and feet tapped to the recognizable hallmark, with horribly bland results. Although nobody
rhythm of Beat Surrender, a Nottingham group too young to have expected a revolutionary aural assault, the tired renderin of
been there originally, but who probably spent hours being influenced the songs’ minimum contents, the visible lack of effort, ofg
by older brothers. They certainly brought back many memories of my presence, of guts, all contributed to the resultant uninspired
days on the road following o trio of angry men, dressing in snappy and uninspiring set.
suits, marvelling in awe at their every word. A scant few numbers managed to escape the drone dragnel.
The set was packed with favourites like Start, David Watts, Going Heart-Shaped Box shone through, Kurt’s voice soaring to
Underground, News Oi‘ ilie World and others. luckily some were unex ected heights, guitars lifting the sweaty audience from
repeated through the encore which finalised brilliant renditions of the fliior like the skin on custard, dropping t em ten feet away
Eton Rifles, Strange Town, and Modern World. The list is endless as are to splatter like wet sponges. Several classics from Bleach also
the memories and without a doubt this was a line tribute. Only one rose to the occasion, marking what should have been the
criticism lads: just as the temperatures rose the tunes slowed dawn. concert's tempo, but actually only forming freak peaks on a
Excellent version oi Thais Entertainmentand without a doubt English downward divin raph. Perho s the roup were feltered by
Rose lyrically is superb, but we needed excitement and certainly didn’t the constraints di fire microstaclium, tlie volume restrictin
want to stop. We were down in the tube station at midnight, and we power surges, bod mixing confusing direction. Or, more liicely,
will he again. their hearts just weren't in it. No sweat on stage, no fingers

Rob Smith bled, no movement: couldn't Kurt resist the cheap Spanish
smack? Often a charismatic performer, tonight's Cobain was in

SPACEMA|D/HEADSHRINK the human statue/mime vein. Voice and guitar trailed
Lincoln Oddfellows ainfully out of tune at the ends of lines. The bass sounded
l need a new pair of eardrums after Headshrink. Something about llat and hollow, like a oor Spike Milli an sound effect (man
their appearance had me expecting a set of throwaway grungy hit in face with sock full of cold custarii, etc.). The atmosphere
thrashy stuff but I was in for a pleasant surprise. There was was soulless, shadowy, sapped of vitality.
serious energy here, but at the some time a variety of rhythms What of the audience? ln a studio they'd have been told to get
not heard since the progressive rock era. In a kind of Nirvana- lost and to try again tomorrow. In a rare incidence of
meets-early-Genesis-fusion, songs were almost hypnotic at times repartee the magnanimous Mr Novoselic treated the crowd to
but with a constant kick up the arse from a pneumatic bass and the accolade that they were ”fantastic...spastic," as he
drum attack that kept the whole thing movin along. If this band " teetered on the stage, grinnin smugl . A thousand volts up
doT't deserve some serious media attention tlien l'm a page 3 tlheirgaases and the some coulif be saiil for this Led Zeppelin of
ir. t e ' s.

Spacemaids singer thought she was Wendy James, which spoiled The Ks and companions dribbled inconspicuously back on for
things a bit. They had some good songs which could be worthy Top an apathetic encore of in Utero hits - the crowd moved but was
20 entries given the ri ht sort of production, and this l guess is not moved. Another hit was given an insipid run through as
what they are aiming for. My brain ke t adding vocal harmonies Kurt, bored, shuffled his feet once or twice without the energy
for some reason. The band seemed to be trying to portray some to flick his Emo Phillips mop from his eyes.
kind of whacky image which they don't really need. lf they Shock horror! Monolithic rock iant rests an it"s laurels!
concentrate on the songs, we might be seeing more_of them in Nirvana really should change drugs or change jobs NOW.
future. James Styring

Syd Meats -

Cee who features heavily on K.l.D’s forthcoming

 Page header: Burn Again Christians: Waco, 21st April 1993. by Richard Cuom

GLENN BRANCA
Sheffield The Leadmill
Guitar bands are on the way out, but guitar orchestras are about to
take over the planet come the millenium, just you wait and see. When
it happens, Glenn Bianca will smile a little smile and perhaps he'll get
inaugurated into The Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall Of Fame. Hallelujah, that’ll be
the day...day that will. For those who have missed out, this man’s been
doing it for a decade-and-a-half now - symphony after symphony of
massed electric guitars, and percussion. Ex-members of his orchestra
include Thurston Moore, l.ee Ranaldo, and Rudolph Grey. Tonight at
the Leadmill, we get Symphony No.8, followed by Symphony No. l0,
each in two movements. (By the way, for them as wanna know, there's
a drummer, two bassists, seven electric guitarists, and ol’ Greying
Temples himself as conductor). First movement, a wall of noise for
above ancl beyond what many people can physically bear, only
intricately melodic at the some time. The guitarist at stage left gets
really into it, and he breaks a string. Second movement, some noise,
and just a bit less melodic. We’re smiling, Glen’s twitching his leg like a
young Elvis Presley used to do, except l’m not sure he was conducting
an orchestra at the time. That guy stage lelt breaks another as string.
Symphony No.8 is tremendous, but l guess you had to be there; the
records oren’t as good as the total experience of seeing it. Symphony
No. l0 starts up, with one of the bass players switched on to Casio
keyboard for the first movement. By now my head is feeling strange,
several people have lelt the building and gone home for a lie down.
Before the final movement the string-breaking guitarist changes over
to a 'flying V’ effort, the music begins suddenly, as usual, and
everyone gets carried away. Bianca kicks his music stand across the
stage, l watch his feet take him closer to falling off the stage entirely,
but it doesn’t quite happen. Nearly, though Goatnose

ROBBEN FORD
Nottin ham The Old Vic
American Rcgben Ford proved himself worthy of such a crowd of
music lovers and local musiciansKicking off his UK tour with the first
date at the Old Vic and despite a few teething problems with the PA,
he played a continuous blues/rock set for one and a half hours
stoning with the controdictor number ‘I Don’t Play’, taken from his
latest album ‘Mystic Mile’. Followin ‘Busted Up’, another lively track
from the album, Robben introduceif his excellent band ‘The Blue Line’
with Roscoe Beck on bass/vocals and Tom Brechtlein on drums. Things
then slowed down with a vet tasty blues number ‘Worried Life Blues’.
The best one of the night anilon the album has to be ‘Moth To A
Flame’, with nice funky guitar sounds to keep you smiling and
boppia . We would have been dancing if there was room to.
The nigltt certainly didn’t sound like a first date of a tour. The band
had obviously worked hard together to produce such a quality
performance and their enjoyment of playing shone through.

Kani Bawa
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WHOLESOME FISH

AFGHAN yvi-iios
London Highbury Garage
The Afghan Whigs aren't an instant y likeable proposition. Three
distant musicians and a sicko up front who claims to have copped the
whole soul legacy, but still wants to have it both ways by playing loud
guitars. Doesn't look good, does it? Well, they make me feel like I
haven't since Thin White Rope's kiss-off and single-handedly restore
my faith in guitar rock. They let the edgy and brittle sound of
Gentlemen rock a little more, so the doubt evaporates into a rage that
Dulli barely bothers to contain. His thoughts linger around his dick-led
failures until the self-disgust and loathing come soaking through his
skin and fill the venue. The covers of When Doves Cry and Dork End
of the Street are inspirational enough to make you wonder if they
could reclaim the music from Casually and make it a troubling
exorcism of angst and regret. Not so much the Midas touch, as the
morbid one. The Whigs now have a confidence and style that will
leave them way ahead of the competition this year. From retard to
debenoir, they've arrived. It's the first time in months that I've really
cared about what's been happening on stage and it makes me wonder
how other groups have bothered to drag me out of the house.
Later an we find that Martha Reeves was meant to do a guest-slot, but
they didn't need her. Sassy, sexy, sleazy, they've got everything
already. Andy Catlin

ATTILA THE STOCl(BR_O|(ER
Leicester The Magazine
Poetry as the New Comedy as the New Rock and Roll; if this latest
muse theory is to be taken seriously, well then so should the good
man Anila who is successfully combines all three styles. The current
popularity and media interest in poetry needs to be viewed with some
skepticism - the spectre of a pub full of ex-Karaoke Kings all wanting
their fifteen minutes is not sufficient evidence to declare a cultural
revolution. Sure, get up and have a go but also be prepared to
separate the authentic from the counterfeit. The Magazine, however, is
a venue which does promote genuine talent, hosting a weekly poetry
session of which AttiIa’s appearance must be seen as something of o
literary coup.

Photo: RobPiEm

An understanding of Attila The Stockbroker's tenets can perhaps be
best located within his new philosophy with which he tried to
indoctrinate us — a five year plan for Zen Stalinism; the political,
social and cultural consequences of this policy would accept Billy Bragg
into the House of Windsor, force the Alarm to reform and make John
Otway the new England Football manager. Radical ideas indeed, but
then what's the alternative? Back To Basics was shown up as the
Emporor’s New Clothes with the lyrics of Attilo’s opening song actively
encouraging three hundred or so Tory MPs to follow recent trends and
experiment with plastic bags as a new form of headwear, thus
enabling the Zen Stalinists to take control in the resultant by-
elections. Such instant response to current issues is one of the appeals
of Attila's hybrid of oetry and music. Ah yes, but performance art
shouldn't be political otherwise you won't satisfy the masses. Maybe,
maybe not, but it did occur to me that there's a major difference
between the approach of Attila and the bastions of the Establishment
that are so viciously attacked within his work (Thatcher/
Murdoch/MaxwelI/High Court Judges/RoyaIty/and erm, Ian
Bothaml; Attila is able to recognise that he hasn't got all the answers
(just most of them) and furthermore, it is possible to ridicule the
lifestyle of social grou s that you may see as similar to the general
cause - " The only problem that I have with travellers is that of o
personal hygiene nature." I soon started to believe the hype - I had
always thought of music as being unique in that it was the only live
form capable of generating a common feeling or emotion within a
collective of people. The most evocative moment of the evening came
when without introduction or explanation, Attila simply read out a
poem about the death of a close friend. Seeing individuals around me
trying to hide their sadness; I turned away, trying not to notice but the
public grief of Attila became apparent and then I realised that it was
alright, that the tears were not a sign of weakness but recognition of a
tragic event. The three domains of Poetry, Comedy and Music clearly
have their own well defined parameters and boundaries. Attila The
Stockbroker has individual talent in each genre, so much so that he
can freely float in and out of each role, making the distinctions seem
less vogue. His messa e is to be aware of the possibilities for change
and not to be afraid of new ideas (Brighton and Hove Albion
notwithstondingl. Once a football obsessive, always a football
obsessive. Tricky Skills Jase

COCTEA‘U T\kI|I\'l(Sc/ SEEFEEI.
N tt' am oc i
Finiiing"ti1?seIf in Rock Citly foriiie first time in years it's
reassuring to find that mi -eighties alternative club vibe
intact. PerfpcTthfor( kindling ii_ little nostalgia in the
om an o e octeau wins.

But iiot iol grdeot forbSeefeel whofie music poundsi
sus icious . ancea e even tot ese unin orme ears.
Tellingly, tlie ageing Coct_eau's audience remain
motion ess arms fo decl in traditionalrock support band
poise. OK Ill;iBtI;t|t1BlJ£ltICl( IS §oy1eltc=i1ss period My toody

a entine u e ass an r ms owe more o
ambient dance. I don't know,ymaybe we just don't have
the right drugs, unlike the totally-off-his-tits bass player,
who stom s, eadbangs, twirls his guitar round his
head, anifgurns frantically, much to the embarrassment
of the shoe-gagingguitarists. This man's on-stage antics
would (get him sac ed from AC/DC. Confused baldies in
thlp au i6l1hCB}I‘1Béltl for the bar and order 'a pint of
w atever e a '.
Back in the eighties we used lo think that indie icons
such as The Cocteau Twins, Morrissey and The Cure,
existed as an alternative to the stagnant mainstream,
and yet here they all are in I994 content to satisfy the
expectations oft eir partisan audiences. Surely edge
and intensity don't have to be sacrificed in the name of
longevity. R M and New Order to name but two have
managed to develop Maybe The Cocteau Twins have
driven down a blin alley by having such a definitive
sound. Or maybe they are just hiding behind effect
pedalsfand a(pecuIiar y tplenFted vocalist. Ii00l!(ll‘lg op d
sta e or evi ence, on iz raser seems o e invo ve
in tire music the laddisli gpitarists content to smoke and
grin sheepishly in thlp bath ground. How (Iii Iihey expect
to carry me away w ent e greatest visua istraction is
the chewing gum rolling around inside Robin Guthrie's
slack jawe mouth? As yet another insipid guitar wash
petfirs out‘: am r€mindec_l[ of thlalj cliche thhat you only
rea nee one octeau wins . er tonig t you can
makii mine a single. David Leach

SMALL 23/ ARCHERS OF LOAF
Nottin ham Old Vic
Small 23 any derivative American indie rock with
neither the songs nor the self-assurance to mark them
out from thedpack. Surplus to requirements, they plough
an overcrow ed furrow.
Whatever possesses people to look so crap, all in the
name of some ironic un ergraduate joke is beyond
me— although if you were going to form a band c_ciIIed
Archers of Loaf you might feel ob li-god to have a shite
haircut to complement the name. nsurprisingly Archers
of Loaf plw their songs with a permanently _raised
eyebrow. hen the sinlger says "Let’s rock it's such a
double bluff he virtual H disappears up his own
arsehole. The strange t ing is that they do rock with an
impressive amount of conviction, given their jokey
nature. But after 2O minutes of |erky atonal ree-
forming and semi-melodic stuttering thrash, you _ma[y
find that humour is their only saving grace, provide of
course that you can stomach a certain amount of smug
college kid wackiness.
Do you remember Stump? So do I, unfortunately, and I
don t like to be reminded. For this crime against
aesthetics I am forced to conclude that Arc ers of Loaf
are merely the soundtrack for spag-dancing indie train
spotters. David Leach

AIN'T LIZZY
Nottingham The Running Horse,
They may not have been Thin Lizzy butt ey certainly sounded
like them, the vocalist soundinp a dead ringer for Phil Lynott.
They brought with them stage i hting and a smoke machine
and created an atmosphere justlike any named band would
do. Earlier the venue was packed solid with Thin Lizzy fans,
but as the ni ht went on, eople feeling claustrophobic started
to leave, maliin wa for fieadbangers. The set started with
the number Jailbreak followed by Emerald, Southbound and
Rosalie. In fact we'd forgotten just how many hits Thin Lizzy
had, until numbers such as Don’t Believe A Word, Black Rose
and Boys Are Back In Town were belted out. There was
continuous music with hardl an talkin in between numbers,

iv

PRIMAL SCREAM
Nottingham Rock City
Primal Scream are ridin on an extraordinary wave at the
moment. Transforming fltemselves from indie obscurity to
trance-dance darlings of the press, they re-invent themselves
once apain, coming on like the n theory this may not seem
particu arly revolutionary, but in an age of overdrive hype
and shallow pretence the have rediscovered the gut-
wrenchin dynamism of tlie Cocteau Twins, the good time
ethos of tlie Faces, and married these to nineties technology to
create startlin and genuinely life-affirmin son s. Tonight
the kicked oH with the brilliant single Roclcs Off, the meaty
Jailbird and proceeded with a choice selection from their
latest album Give Out But Don’t Give U and all the best
material from Screamodelica. The smalfand delicatel formed
Bobby Gillespie, despite looking decidedly the worse for wear,
gives his all, and Denise Johnson, shoring vocal duties, was
incredible. A faultless erformance all round. Altogether now:
'It's only Rock n Roll, but I like it, like it, yes I do.’
John W. Haylock

CYPRESS HILL _ _
Wolverhampton Civic Hall
If I could just ignore the words this would be great. Unfortunately,
Cypress Hill's fuzzy addictive beats and sing-song nursery rhymes are
hiding a lethal cocktail of guns and drugs that sucks the worst out of
its audience. Oh, sorry, have I come on all prudish and serious? I'm
sure I'd find it hilarious if it wasn't so scary.
The venue is a heaving swamp of testosterone where everyone gets to
play a sinister homey for the night, tooled up and blunted. No big
deal, I never asked for realism in pop. You get to play bi at Suede,
deranged at Kristin, stupid at Neds; its part of the grand fantasy of a
gig. But getting IOOO adolescents ready to cock the hammer is just
bloody stupid. We're talking about killing people here, not popping
down the shops for a pint of milk. B-ReaI's rambling diss of Kid Frost
and The Source magazine is hardly the most substantial reason to get
the A to the motherfucking K. Great, a room full of G's having a major
dick fantasy, boyz and their toys.
There's no doubt that gang life in South Central is violent and nihilistic,
but it means shit to 99% of this audience. Cypress Hill, Ice T, Snoop et
al are the musical equivalent of a Hollywood gangsta movie with low
morals, poor role models and big action set pieces. Its the lowest
common denominator and that's why they're both so incredibly
successful. Its the same old story of hip-hop having the best beats, the
greatest voices and the worst rhymes. Andy Catlin

THERAPY? / KERBDOG
CREDIT TO THE NATION
Nottin ham Rock City
I was all fiiegup, as this promised to be a racktastic triple header.
I only caught the tail of Kerbdog's set, but what I did witness
impressed me enormously. This punishing band from Ireland were
rock hard and certainly merit further investigation.
As much as I enjoy Credit To The Nation on record their live set,
despite starting off promisingly soon began to poll. The political
correctness quotient soon went into overdrive. It's all very well
repeating ad infinitum “respect due to women", "respect due to this
and that" etc. but what about respect for a good tune?!
I'll be the first to admit that Therapy?’s new album Troublegum is
mighty fine but tonight, apart from a startling version of Joy Division's
Isolation and the new si le Tri er Inside much of their set soundedY Y 9 "O Q9 I

iving as our money's worth. Ain't Lizzy are an excellent cover Iumpen and monotonous. I wanted them to move mountains but on
hand, but how long can they go on? At the moment, they are
at their peak.

tonight they would have had trouble moving a small piece of grit.
Perhaps they're getting bored.

l(ani Bawa John W. Haylock

we

POS|ES/MAGNAPOP/FLOP
Wolverhm ton Wulfrun Hall
On paper this IooRiid a rather excellent bill. Young upstarts
Flop over for the first time to promote their exuberant but
obvious album Whenever You're Ready. The manic pop punk
of Bob Mould and Michael Stipe's mates Magnapop and the
warm blissful harmonious Posies. In reality it was one of those,
oh well not bad type of soirées. Flop hurled at their cheek
ditties willy nilly with something of a scattergun effect. Only
the bizarrely titled En Route To The Unifed Field Theory hit
between the eyes. They just didn't know how to project
themselves and inspire us.
Magnapop, last time I saw them, had me mouth agape wishing
I was lb again; this time they 'ust weren't firing on all
cylinders. Even Ruth their ps cbotic guitarist seemed strangely
subdued and this time I couldn't but notice Linda Hopper's
flail-your-arms-around-uncoordinatedly school of dancing.
Magnapop thou h do have the odd blistering tune up their
sIeeves— Garcia, Merry and Slowly Slowly, and are probably
the honorary American members of the new wave of new
wave.
One word describes how I felt about the Posies. Disappointed!
Frashing On The Beater seduced me more easily than
Emmanuelle Sei neur nibbling my earlobe but tonight it was
like taking somigbody to bed and findin out they were boring.
I suppose I can return to the earlobe nilililing at Frashing.

Dave Ellyatt

RINGSNATCH/MUSTARD ROCK
Nottingham Hearty Goodfellow
I love a goo loud fight, don't you? That's exactly what's being
presented here tonight, two ‘top’ local bands battling it out for the title
'MILLlGAN SlNNERS', and of course, Best Band In Nottingham. In the
red corner, last year’s champions Mustard Rock, praised in these pages
and elsewhere. But first on are the new challengers Ringsnatch,
lacking in youth, maybe, but rather good at hammering nails in my
head. WOW! And check out those songs- I'm Sick Of You, Seasons In
The San, Honey. BB Gun, and My Coo-Ca-Choo. They filled the blue
corner with a wall not seen since the days of Phil Spector, or possibly
Black Sabbath. The singer prowled every inch of that metal floor,
effortlessly dismissing the pitiful attempts at heckling from a sad
youth clamouring for attention. Said youth was then given the chance
to sing with the band, and after a few seconds of mumbled crud he
was back in nonentityland. On with the show, on with the hammering.
Ringsnatch had to contend with a wandering bass drum, but luckily the
drummer has long legs and did the splits without missing a beat. True
genius. Ringsnatch finished us off with a twenty-minute belter, the
very excellent BB Gun by the very excellent Happy Flowers. Oh, my
head. The band ended and got drunk.
Mustard Rock were desperate to win this contest. They missed most of
the first set, rounding up friends for support. And they'd even painted
their faces blue for the first time in months. What a shame the 'mics
were playing up. Compete Andy Williams tried his best to sort things
out and keep the audience happy by singing a medley of his old hits.
Fault made good, the band began with Rick Alessi and nobody danced.
Song alter song, and still no dancing. Finally, Bring On The Spangly
Dancers got them grooving, the crap heckler and a chap called Sick,
even on old bearded lunatic boogied with his daughter. But The Rock
have lost it, frankly, their spozz-twitch appeal has worn a little thin,
and they should re-invent themselves or stop.
At the end of the night, a show of hands revealed that Mustard Rock
had assembled more friends than Ringsnatch, and so claimed the
contest. Goatnose

FRANCIS
Nottingham The Old Vic
It's obvious this guy means business. Brass section and
flute spread across the side stage, drums on the dance
floor and the various guitars and bass further forward,
and the gents’ toiIet— positioned in between stage and
dance-fIoor— closed. As the first number opens t e
colourful band members break into a big-band funk
intro, then drop into a groove so smooth our ringlet-
haired funkster is IikeIy1to slip over as he runs on stage.
I Wanna Know is a catc y pop/groove thing with a
simple but memorable hook that grabs the crowd
immediately. Francis stomps, jams, and writhes through
various numbers, more memorably Crazi, Raindance
(pure groove) and Perfect love (c assic pop/funk, check
t at sax solo). The bass throbs, and the permament
grins of the band prove they're having a glood time. The
packed room was a little withdrawn but sti I showed
enthusiasm at the end of each number. The funky horns
and guitars would be enough to make James Brown
”get up offa that thong!" S. Arnold

SHIMMER/MOTIONLESS
Nottingham Rock City
I'd begun to lose faith in modern music. After witnessing
S*M*A*S*H on Tuesday night these two unassuming bands
were like a breath of fresh air. Gone were the posin , pouting
and pretensions associated with the NWONW lot, and it was
refreshing to see a group actually enjoying themselves. No
riot-induced happenings or tortured artists here. Rock City on
Thursday night isn't the easiest gig in the world, the don't
exactly serve emlpathy at the bar and Pop Kids can be cruel
sometimes. It's a armingly early when Motionless arrive on
stage and they're alarmingl young and good looking. A
would-be grou ie makes it clear that it's not the music she's
interested in when she ells, "Get your knob out." Thankfully
none of the young troubadours on sta e complies with her
request. Motionless are an extremely firave group of people.
Their stand-in vocalist announces that their regular singer left
them in the lurch just a few days before this gig. Just to
pigeon-hole them extremely early in their career, Motionless
ave a sound akin to some of the newer Ride tracks. Add in a

touch of grunge guitar and a pinch of Smashing Pumpkins,
mix them all together and listen for twenty minutes. One
:hing’s for sure: Motionless won't be standing still for very
ong.

Quite why half of the already small crowd disappear in time
for Shimmer is like trying to explain the op eal of NoeI’s
House Party. Their name fits them beautifully, for Shimmer
play gliding indie-(pop, a sort of mix between The Smiths, The
House Of Love an maybe even Lush. They care not that
they're playing to a near empty hall, and those that are left
are singing, dancing and generally causing havoc, and it
seems t at almost immediately as Shimmer arrive they sadly
disappear. I, for one, hope it's not for good. David Leach

VOODOO QUEENS
Birminham Edwards No. 8
So man theses have been written on the Voodoo Oueens
raison d’etre that I shall not even tr and bother here.
Basically all you need to know was fliat Supermodel
Superficial was a rather excellent set o ener and it went
downhill faster than a four man bob offer that.

Dave Ellyatt



.......- , 1, Lily Tomlin and Tom
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  Waits in Short Cuts
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MY LIFE (Director: Bruce Joel Rubin)
Bruce Joel Rubin, who wrote the screenplay for I990’s big bucks box
office smash Ghost, makes his directorial debut with My life. Starring
Michael Keaton and Nicole Kidman this is the story of a self-important
PR executive with terminal cancer, who films the final few months of
his life in an effort to communicate with his unborn son, who he
believes he will not live to see. With lots of cute parental advice,
superficial soul-searching and repressed guilt trips this is an obvious
and crude attempt to manipulate the emotions. Keaton is so annoying
it's agony just waiting for him to die, while Kidman’s anaemic
performance has all the presence and personality of a slug.
Obnoxious and sentimental Hollywood shit, My Life is to be avoided at
all costs. Hank Quinlan

SHADOWLANDS
(Director: Richard Attenborough)

After The Age Of Innocence, The Piano and The Remains Of The Day,
the current vogue for clipped anguish and repressed desire continues
with Shadowlands, based on the real life relationship between author,
academic and devout Christian C.S. Lewis, and the fiery American poet
Joy Gresham. An emotional tale of faith, passion and regret, the film
follows the odd couple from their awkward first encounter, through to
their perfunctory marriage, and final moments of joy and sorrow. For
the reticent and inexpressive Lewis, it's a journey of self discovery.
Trapped by a lifetime of convention and conformity, he only realises
the depth of his feelings for Gresham after she has been diagnosed
with bone-cancer. And, despite the predictable sentimentality that aims
for the tearducts, this is the film's life-affirming message — that a
commitment to true love, through the pain and happiness, is worth
making. For Lewis, this involves the painful loss of his old, inadequate
faith, and replacing it with a greater, more profound one. This
development is conveyed superbly by Anthony Hopkins in yet another
outstanding performance. The film itself is not a total triumph, but is
for better than the average British period piece or Hollywood weepie,
and contains a depth of understanding and emotion. Recommended.

Hank Quinlan
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CARDBOARD CITIZENS happened to them. Sarah Hyde
Stop The Rot, Squat The Lot
Nefiinghflm College $tl'eet Centre Fer *Cardboarrl Citizens return to the area in May and can be {wigas
Performing Arts seen on Tuesday at Uamndon fommumfy Theatre at I Houndsc ole, behinclfhe Salutation doubles l.5O cilf nightBrought to Nottingham to coincide with the Sleep Out in the 7.30pm and in Mansfield at Weslfield Folk House on
square, Stop the Rot was unrelenting,painfully truthful and Wgdnggdgyfhg 13;], Also Every Saturday
brilliantly performed. The members o Cardboard Citizens, a Photo; Phil Pnlglnle
group assembled b director Adrian Jackson from workshops
advertised in hostel; and daycare centres in London, have all
experienced homelessness. The script was written within the
group from personal experiences. It is a simple tale, the life of
Julian (later to become Spider), and the effect of sustained
victimisation and child abuse on the uality of his adulthood.
Julian is initially shown in Wandsworili prison, an angry and A
deeply screwed up individual. The play then leads the .
audience through snapshots of Julian's life. Julian aged five
with step dad Derek having an hilarious time laying gorillas.
A sickenin moment for the audience when it fiecame
apparent tfiat Derek had changed the rules. The story ,
continues and Julian's formative experiences are exposed. The
Sunday school teacher who tells youn Julian that pictures of
Gorillas with huge penises are not to fie drawn, the
victimisation at school, the mother who won't listen and the
ever predator Derek. Julian resorts to burnin the house
down and encfi up in Borstal. Emerging as Spiifer he runs
away to London, attempts to find somewhere to live relegating
himself homeless. The star comes full circle and he lashes out
on a passer by who offers liim sympath .
Performed as a 'forum' piece, a methocl invented by Augusto ,
Boal and best described as interactive theatre, the audience
was offered the chance to see the play a second time and
asked to intervene at any time when they felt that by
assuming Julian's role they could change the outcome. The
second run which allowed the audience to dissipate the
emotive effects of this challen ing and disturbing play, 9
brought home the gigantine effort required to counter the
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All types of music
bought, exchanged

and on sale at
160 MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

0602 590926
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24 CAREYS CLOSE
LEICESTER LE1 SLD

TEL): (I533 622426
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